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Rose prepares
revitalization
efforts to present
to City Council

Murray man faces several
drug-related charges

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Murray Mayor Jack Rose says
downtown revitalization efforts
are quickly becoming a Murray
priority this year, as the city
looks
to
rebound after a
series of freak
disasters totaled
buildings on the
court
square
last year.
Rose
made
his comments
in advance of a
city
council
retreat today in
which he said he plans to discuss the role the city can play in
rebuilding, restoring and growing historic downtown Murray.
The push comes after a series
of public meetings earlier this
year aimed at assessing interest
in the direction Murray would
like to go for the future. The
most recent meeting was a citysponsored questionnaire session
involving land owners within
Murray's historic downtown
overlay district, which extends
north of Railroad Avenue to
Seventh Street and Between
Elm and Olive streets.
In that meeting, a representative from the Kentucky League

Photo provided

Pictured are drugs and large amounts of cash seized by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office after the arrest of a suspect Saturday.

the influence of drugs or alcohol
and was operating the truck withThe Calloway County Sheriff's out a license. He was arrested.
deputies arrested a Murray man
The deputies then seized several
after a traffic stop Saturday that hundred dollars in cash and drug
resulted in several hundred dollars paraphernalia alongside pills and
of cash and drugs.
other controlled substances. CCSO
According to a CCSO release, said.
deputies received a call of a possiKeene was charged with firstbly intoxicated driver on KY 80 degree trafficking of a controlled
west of Murray. Deputies Corey substance - methamphetamine,
Keene,Troy Doss and David Baily possession of drug paraphernalia,
responded and intercepted the gray five counts of prescription con2005 GMC Envoy driven by Seth trolled substance not in a proper
Rollins, 38, of Murray. Deputies
determined that Rollins was under
II See Page 5A

Murray firefighter finds father's signature
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

When the Murray Fire Department recently conducted training
exercises at a house set to be demolished,the last thing Mike Farley
expected to find was a memento from his late father.
However, that is exactly what his co-workers found last week.
Farley, a firefighter and former training officer with the MFD,said
the department was conducting a training recently at a house at 605
N. 16th St. The now-vacant house is currently by Murray State
University, and the fire department has an arrangement with MSU
in which it sometimes conducts training exercises with buildings set
to be torn down.
Farley had already finished his time at the house and was on vacation when Assistant Chief Ricky Walls and Fire Marshal Dicky
Walls — brothers and longtime MFD employees — made an amazingly coincidental discovery underneath the mantle of the fireplace.
"We were doing training and we were tearing up walls and all
that," Ricky said. "So what we look for is fire extension, which is

•See Page 2A
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Whatever is true, whatever
is noble, whatever is right,
whatever is pure, whatever is
lovely, whatever is admirable
— if anything is excellent or
praiseworthy — think about
such things.
Philippians 4:8

Good Morning

Photo provided

Otman Burnette K. Farley, who was known as 0.8.
Farley, is pictured in this family photo submitted by
his youngest son, Mike Farley.

to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

When the Murray Fire Department went to conduct training exercises at the now-vacant house
at 605 N. 16th St. (pictured at top left), firefighter Mike Farley had no idea his late father had
done the masonry on the fireplace and that his signature would be found hidden under the mantle, as seen above.

Jean Blankenship
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

larger if not for the annual FFA banquet that was
also happening Tuesday.
Also not able to attend Tuesday's festivities
A look around the banquet venue of Murray's was one of the two major award winners named,
Pagliai's restaurant probably said it best.
but his accomplishments were not forgotten. In
Protecting land and water in Calloway County claiming the 2015 Master Conservationist
is taken very seriously.
Award, Charlie Jennings had to have completed
A packed house came to honor accomplish- more than 90 percent of needed practices, as
ments of the past year from both old and young determined by the district's conservation plan.
alike at the annual Calloway County
Jennings completed 92 percent of those in
Conservation District Awards Banquet, with sev- claiming the honor that goes to an environmeneral awards presented for jobs well done, along tally conscious landowner who practices good
with several scholarships.
soil and water stewardship.
"Last year and this year too, we have had just
Present to pick up the Outstanding Cooperator
a tremendous turnout for this great event. It's in Award was Joe Bill Fridy, who was recognized
the name of making sure we assure our future," applying several conservation practices while
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
said Randy McCallon, district supervisor and being very cooperative with the district. Among Eddie Workman, supervisor with the Calloway County
emcee of Tuesday's event, acknowledging the
Natural Resource Conservation Service, left, presents the
large crowd that probably would have been even
2015 Outstanding Cooperator Award to Joe Bill Fridy
II See Page 2A Tuesday night.
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Daly Forecast
The Katiersal Weather Service
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 4pm. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 72.
South southwest wind around
8 mph.
Wednesday
Night:
Showers and thunderstorms,
mainly after 7pm. Low around
56. South southeast wind 5 to
9 mph, with gusts as high as
22 mph. Chance of precipitation is 80 percent
Thursday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm
before 1 pm, then a chance of
showers. Cloudy, with a high
near 56. North northwest wind
8 to 11 mph, with gusts as high

as 20 mph. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 34.
North northwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
Friday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 49. Northwest wind 6
to 11 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 29. North
northwest wind 5 to 7 mph
°becoming light and variable
after midnight.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 47. North
northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 29.
Light and variable wind becoming southeast around 5 mph
after midnight.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 59. South southwest wind 6 to 9 mph.
Sunday
Night:
Partly
cloudy, with a low around 42.
West southwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
Monday: A slight chance of
showers. Mostly sunny, with a
high near 64. Northwest wind 5
to 8 mph.

SpeCkil te

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8. Times photos

Winners of the Jim Claypool Art Contest were, from left, Kerrigan McManus (Southwest Elementary, 1st in district), Ave Claire
Fiota (tie for 1st at Murray Elementary), Sarah Wilson (1st at East Elementary), Skylar Swalls (first at Murray Middle), Sienna
Tonini (tie for 1st at MES)and Tyler Carson (North Elementary, 2nd in district). Not shown: Laken McDaniel(SWES,3rd in district).

III Downtown Murray....
development downtown, like
reducing the amount of "red
of Cities moderated a series of tape," or working with the
questions geared toward city Murray-Calloway
County
involvement in revitalization Chamber of Commerce and
efforts and what it would take - Murray Main Street to recruit
among those very owners - to businesses to the downtown
revamp Murray's infrastructure area.
and amenity assets.
Rose said incentivizing downDiscussions like these began town development is a big part
after last year's disasters in the of his revitalization initiative.
court square. In late February, He said he has been studying
the historic Gatlin Building at similar efforts by regional cities
the corner of Fourth and Main like Paducah, where the governstreets in collapsed late at night. ment guarantees property tax
Five months later, a fire returns on the worth of downdestroyed multiple buildings at town development or renovathe southwest corner of the tion for five years. Rose said he
square.
wants to see the same kind of
The results of the meeting ear- governmental
support
in
lier this month will go before Murray, where,for example,the
the city council during today's owner of a building worth
retreat, and Rose said he will $100,000 could do $50,000
release KLC recommendations worth of renovations on the
after the regularly scheduled building, but his or her assessed
city council meeting on property tax value would
Thursday.
remain at the $100,000 mark for
Two KLC representatives are five years after the value was
also present at today's retreat.
added.
The city released rough data
Rose said that kind of help
from the historic downtown could spark a real effort among
property owners meeting earlier landowners to revitalize the histhis month. Responses were toric downtown overlay district.
synthesized from both owners
"As long as the incentives are
and members of the public who legal and the city has the capacwished to take part as well.
ity to do them,I'm for it," Rose
In general, both owners and said. I hope we're not a long
members of the public in atten- way off from doing anything on
dance agreed that safety and downtown Murray. People will
structural integrity of downtown believe we're just talking if they
buildings were a major concern don't see us doing something.
not only among them but poten- Revitalizing Murray is a priority
tial visitors as well.
for a lot of people."
The city has put a code
Rose said KLC recommendaenforcement officer in place tions, which include better conpartly to ensure that buildings nectivity with Murray State
remain sound - especially after University, business recruiting
the Gatlin Building collapse.
and comparative market studies,
Several responses called on will be made public later this
the city to do more to bring week.

From Front
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Western Kentuck

American
Red Cross
Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope

Winners of the Jim Claypool Writing Contest were, from left,
Benjamin Overbey(CCMS,3rd in district), Kati Madden (1st at
CCHS, 2nd in district) and Joza Mikulcik (1st, CCMS, 1st in
district). Not shown: Kevin Xu (1st MMS).

Honor Award winners were, from left, Jamie Potts, Becky
Ballard of the Cherry Exposition Center and Mike Davis, publisher of The Murray Ledger & Times. Not shown: Steve
Simmons.

•Calloway Conservation District...
From Front
his practices, Fridy utilized a
no-till approach to farming his
crops, along with building grass
waterways.
In presenting her winning
entry in the Jim Claypool
Writing Contest, Joza Mikulcik
of Calloway County Middle
School, told the audience that

soil is much more than "brown, Calloway Elementary, Murray
wet and gross," in discussing Middle and Calloway County
how it has enabled her family to Middle — all had 100 percent
produce numerous fruits and participation in the Claypool
vegetables for years.
contests for art and writing.
The commitment to this idea McCallon said that consisted of
in the community was also 3266 students in all.
shown in the fact that five
"Boy did we have a job judgschools — East Calloway ing that, didn't we folks?' said
Elementary, North Calloway McCallon, who recently was
Elementary,
Southwest named new director for the

regional board of supervisors.
another show of Calloway's
strength in this subject.
McCallon also said that the
district managed to finance 10
scholarships this year, which
may be the most ever. One of
those — the Rob McCallon
Memorial Scholarship, named
for his father — went to CCHS
senior Clay Smotherman.

Remembering the Holocaust
event to be held at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Knoxville, Tennessee, Pais
On Thursday, March 26, a often shares his experiences
"Remembering the Holocaust" about the Holocaust — the sysevent
at
Murray
State tematic mass slaughter of
University will feature a European Jews in Nazi concenHolocaust survivor and a staff tration camps during World War
member from the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum
"People have to know about
in Washington, D.C.
it," Pais said. "It's important
Arthur Pais will present "A that they know to help prevent
Teenager
Survives
the such tragedies from recurring."
Holocaust." Born in Ukmerge,
The event will also include
Lithuania, in 1927, Pais sur- "Not Just 'Nazis at Play':
vived both the Kovno ghetto Contextualizing the Hoecker
and the Dachau concentration Album," by Dr. Joseph R.
camp. Currently living in White, an Applied Research

Scholar at the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum. A contributor to the United State
Holocaust Memorial Museum
Encyclopedia of Camps and
Ghettos, White has taught
courses
on
20th-century
Europe, Germany since 1914,
Nazi Germany and World War
II. He serves on the historical
advisory board of the Greatest
Theft in History Educational
Program, which concerns the
history of Nazi art theft and
Allied efforts to protect cultural
treasures from war damage and

to restore looted art to rightful
owners.
"Remember the Holocaust"
will be held in Faculty Hall 208
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. The event
is co-sponsored by the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum,
and the departments of modern
languages and history at Murray
State.
The public is invited to
attend this free event. For more
information,contact Dr. Roxane
Riegler at
rriegler@murraystate.edu or at 270-8095864..

Common-sense,low cost fix for truck-train crashes rejected
By MARTHA WAGGONER
Associated Press
RALEIGH, North Carolina (AP) —
America's railroads want five more years to
stop train wrecks using a high-tech system
costing more than $9 billion.
But experts tell The Associated Press that
it won't keep trains and trucks from crashing
together unless both industries use a common-sense solution available right away:
actually talking with each other before

crossing into each other's territory.
takes to cross it," Rob Molloy, acting direcPlenty of fingers have been pointed since tor of highway safety for the National
an Amtrak train slammed into a massive Transportation Safety Board, told the AP on
tractor-trailer in North Carolina this month, Tuesday.
injuring 55 people.
Unfortunately, no federal law or regulaNo one warned the railroad beforehand tion backed by stiff criminal or civil penalthat a huge truckload could be in the way.
ties specifically requires coordination
But as it turns out, no one had to.
between truck and train operators, the AP
"It is crazy that this doesn't get coordinat- found after reviewing state and federal regued with the railroad, considering how diffi- lations and safety recommendations and
cult this operation can be and how long it interviewing dozens of experts.

Calloway County
Public Library
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ECCHUNT
AND PICNIC!

Wednesday, April 1 • 10:30 AM
Children ages I - 10, accompanied by an adult
are invited to bring a basket, bucket or
bag to hunt for candy-filled eggs!
Picnic lunch to follow immediately.(Bring a blanket)
Free of charge • Rain or shine.
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Pay for grades?
Dear Dave,
What's your opinion on
rewarding kids with money for
getting good grades in school?
Joe

COMMU/l/iy

trip and saving up for toys? I'm
SO(S)'. but that's completely irresponsible. Remember when we
were kids, and Mommy and
Daddy wouldn't let us go outside and play until we had
cleaned up our mess? That's the
kind of thing I teach.
There's a process here.
There's an idea and a concept
behind what I teach, and when
you plug into it, you're going to
start moving in a positive direction. In short, behaviors have to
things while we're doing this, change, Laura. The more drabut 1 disagree. 1 want to cut out matically they change,the better
all extra spending and pay off results you get and the faster
our debt as fast as possible. you fix things. But if you don't
What's your opinion?
plug into it — if he doesn't plug
Laura
into it -4 you guys are going to
keep getting the same results
Dear Laura,
you've been getting, which
It's okay to do those things in
basically stink!
the general philosophy of life.
—Dave
Unfortunately, that's not what I
teach when it comes to getting
* Dave Ramsey is America's
out of debt and gaining control
of your finances. The reason trusted voice on money and
people are successful following business. He has authored five
my plan is because I teach com- New York Timesbest-selling
mon sense combined with an books, including The Total
unbridled, scorched-earth kind Money Makeover. The Dave
Ramsey Show is heard by more
of intensity.
Let's take a closer look at than 8.5 million listeners each
this. You have unpaid taxes, not week on more than 550 radio
to mention credit card debt stations. Follow Dave on
hanging over your heads, and Twitter at @DaveRamsey and
he's talking about going on a on the web at daverainsey.com.

Dave Says

Dear Joe,
Honestly, I don't have a
FOUNDATION
Special to the Ledger
strong opinion about it one way
Permanent endowments play a
or the other. We didn't pay our
critical role in the long-term staArticle 24
kids for good grades, but I can't
bility of our local non-profit
really think of a strong arguorganizations.
Over the next several weeks, ment not to pay them for sucThe Murray-Calloway County our column in the Murray cess in school. You could say There's probably a valid case to
Community Foundation (here- Ledger & limes will feature you shouldn't pay them because be made that getting an 'A".
inafter "MCCCF') is dedicated each of our non-profit endow- it's something they're expected takes a lot more work than getto ensuring the success and ments.
to do anyway, and that's some- ting a "C." You're certainly not'
growth of local 501(c)(3) organIf you represent a local non- what valid. But you could also obligated to pay them for work
izations including charities, profit and would like to estab- make the same point where or grades, but if you don't do
churches,cemeteries,our hospi- lish an endowment for your chores around the house are some of this - and teach them
the proper ways to handle the
tal, our schools, including organization„ please contact concerned, too.
We paid our kids to do some money they earn — you'll miss
Murray State University, and one of the MCCCF board memchores, but really the point is out on a lot a fantastic teachable
our county and city agencies bers.
such as the parks and airport.
If you are an individual or rep- not about the economic value. moments.
—Dave
How do endowments create resent a business that would like It's the fact that you want your
kids to associate work with
an ongoing income source?
to establish an endowment to
Making grown-up choices
A permanent endowment is benefit a local non-profit, please money. I still meet people my
really a pool of money that is see the details below on setting- age and older who haven't made
that connection. Work creates
Dear Dave,
carefully invested, to help up a new endowment to benefit
money, and that's an important
My husband and 1 are on
ensure its growth year after the organization of your choice.
thing to teach your kids. Once Baby Step 2 of your plan. We've
year. Endowments allow multiHow can I contribute to an they've created some money
by got our starter emergency fund
ple members of our community endowment of my choice?
working, then you want to use of$1,000 in the bank,and we're
to combine their gifts and conThe Murray-Calloway County those moments to teach them to busy paying
offcredit cards and
tributions to create a source of Community Foundation has save, spend and
give wisely.
unpaid taxes from previous
ongoing income for our local worked with numerous individYou can do this around the years. He thinks it's okay to take
non-profit organizations. The uals, families, businesses, subject of grades if you want.
trips and save up for other fun
MCCers investment commit- churches and other organizatee (through our affiliation with tions to set-up new, public
the Community Foundation of "endowments. In fact, through
West Kentucky) carefully December 2015,individuals and
invests endowment funds,so the businesses that establish or con- By ADAM BEAM
closing a caucus meeting to the public at the it easier for addicts to stop using
heroin.
funds continue to grow as a reli- tribute to existing endowments Associated Press
start of what promises to be a long day.
Under the bill, people who call 911 to report
able source of income non-prof- will become founders of
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — State lawmakIn 2011, state lawmakers made it much an overdose would not be charged with drug
it organizations can continue to MCCCF.
ers vowed to finish the 2015 legislative ses- harder for people to get prescription pain possessio
n, but criminal penalties for heroin
count on,in perpetuity.
To become a founding mem- sion on Tuesday, starting the clock on a mid- killers. In the two years that followed, dealers would be toughened.
An established endowment ber, individuals or couples must night deadline for a slew of bills affecting pen- addicts turned to the cheaper and more read"They'd better not walk off from here
also sends the message that the only contribute $250 and busi- sions for public school teachers,treatment for ily available heroin, an opioid with similar today and not have
passed a heroin bill,"
non-profit organization is nesses must contribute $1,000. heroin addicts and protective orders for vic- effects to prescription painkillers. As a Beshear said.
tims
abusive
of
dating
relationsh
ips.
focused on long-term stability The contribution to become a
result, heroin overdose deaths jumped to 230
Leaders from both parties indicated it was
Democratic House Speaker Greg Stumbo in 2013 from just 22 in 2011, placing pres- likely the
and financial viability to founding member can be conlegislature would pass something to
encourage future donors to con- tributed over a two year period. indicated lawmakers were close to an agree- sure on lawmakers to do something.
address the states heroin problem. But other
Tuesday morning, Democratic Gov. secret negotiations appeared stalled. Senate
tribute to the organization
Please note that individuals ment that would use taxpayer money to provide heroin addicts with clean needles and Steve Beshear and Attorney General Jack Republica
and/or its endowment.
ns continued to balk at a plan to borand businesses may make a conHow do endowments reduce tribution of any amount to an access to treatment programs to combat the Conway, who is running for governor in row $3.3 billion to bail out the Kentucky
pressure on non-profit organi- existing endowment at any time. state's rising number of heroin overdose November, announced the state spent Teachers' Retirement System while a bill that
deaths. The bill has become the focal point $105,000 to hand out naloxone rescue kits to would give
civil protections to victims of abuzations?
The minimum contribution of the session
and the governor's race.
heroin addicts treated at hospitals in sive dating relationships continued to sit on
Our local non-profit organiza- amounts listed above only perBut other bills that would bail out the Louisville, Lexington and northern the Senate calendar.
tions spend a great deal of time tain to individuals and business- Kentucky
Teachers' Retirement System and Kentucky near Cincinnati. The drug can
Meanwhile, the state's tax on gasoline is
raising funds for their day-to- es interested in becoming give victims of
abusive dating relationships reverse the effects of a heroin overdose but scheduled to drop 5.1 cents
per gallon on
day operations. Organizations Founding Members of the access to emergency protective
orders is not covered by Medicaid and most private April 1. While the drop would mean cheapwith endowments know they MCCCF.
remained in flux as lawmakers from both insurance plans.
er prices at the pump for consumers, it
have annlialafunding,.
.Lex •rive iko .4114z pagies bartered behind cused doors...
But Be*ear said more, needed to be would be a $150 million cut to ,the state's
count on; fi!#tiag they carvan. rviutriw-C 0Vitty
,.
c''We don't have mud tine and we have done_ The heroin bill before the legislature road fund.
uuty•
•
cate to program expansion, Communiti POundation and aflit
do. And we Ala to get going," would purchase Vivitxol for state substance
Beshear was working hard behind the
operational expenses, organiza- how you can get involved, visit Senate Majority Floor Leader Damon abuse treatment programs. The drug
blocks scenes to persuade lawmakers to stop the
tional growth,etc.
mcccf.org or contact Harold Thayer told his fellow Republicans before the effects of heroin and other drugs, making decrease.
The funding from endow- Hurt, President of MCCCF, at
ments allows non-profits to 270-761-6880 or any of the folfocus more of their time on their lowing board members: Linda
missions and less time on con- Avery: 270-753-0060, Tab
stant fundraising efforts.
Brockman: 270-762-0325, Gary
How can I learn more about Brockway: 270-753-0503, Matt
existing endowments?
Hale: 270-753-5411, Sarah
The MCCCF has currently Jones: 270-227-8010, Brian
established 28 endowments for Overbey: 270-767-2000, Dick Staff Report
local non-profit organizations. Weaver: 270-753-2899.
The
Murray
Police
Department made three arrests
in connection to the illegal possession of firearms Tuesday.
Officers were dispatched to a
convenience store in Murray,
where staff say a van had been
411 Maple Street •PO Box 1001 • Murray, KY
parked for an unusually long
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
would come from a $10 fee time. Officers discovered three
Email: info@soup4thesou1.org
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — assessed as part of court costs in individuals inside:
Melodee
270-293-3548
Kentucky lawmakers have given criminal cases. The fee would Johnson,
55,of Sedalia, Michael
final passage to a bill aimed at apply to felony
and misde- Brinn, 28, of Mayfield and
strengthening efforts to protect
meanor cases but not to viola- James Stovall, 28,of Mayfield.
children from Internet predators
Officers also recovered a
tions.
and human traffickers.
defaced
firearm.
Another part of the bill seeks
The bill cleared the House on a
All
three
were charged with pos100-0 vote Tuesday and now to crack down on human traf- session of a handgun by
a convictficking.
goes to Gov. Steve Beshear.
ed felon. Stovall was also charged
Under
those
provisions, peoThe measure would increase
with operating on a suspended
money flowing into the ple charged in human trafficking license. The three were lodged in
Kentucky State Police's Internet cases could no longer use as a the Calloway County Jail.
Crimes Against Children Task defense that they were mistaken
Individuals facing charges are
Force. The additional money about a young victim's age.
innocent until proven guilty.

Lawmakers sprint to finishline of 2015 session

MPD arrests 3
for illegally
possessing gun
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Kentucky lawmakers OK bill
aimed at protecting children

Join us at our Italian Feast —
the second fundraiser for
kitchen equipment for Soup for the Soul!
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You can be one of the very first to coaribute to
the launch of the kitchen. We'll be serving salad,
spaghetti, garlic bread, drinks and desserts.
Tables for 4 to 6(casual dress) can be reserved for
a donation of $500 per table. We'll also have an auction
of delicious desserts during the evening. Your generosity
will be a blessing to those who are much less fortunate!
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2015 legislative
session heading
toward the end
The Senate worked overtime
to accomplish as much as possible the week before last, staying until nearly midnight on
March 11, with the goal to find
some compromise with the
House on important measures
in proposed bills. Some bills
did not make it through the
process and others are still being
discussed and debated. Overall,
the Senate passed several key
pieces of legislation during this
30-day session.
One major issue that is still
being debated in committee is
how to address the scourge of
heroin that is ravaging Kentucky. Senate Bill 5, which I
co-sponsored, passed the Senate with bi-partisan support early
in the session and was sent to
the House, just as the Senate
did in the 2014 session. The
Senate version of the bill gives
much needed aid to those struggling to fight heroin addiction,
while serving justice to criminals who deal in this terrible
drug that destroys so many individuals and families.
Last year, the bill was held
up by the House until the waning hours, making it impossible to have meaningful discussion or cast votes. This year,
the Senate again provided the
heroin bill to the House in a
timely manner, but we are running out of time and still have
no agreement. A committee comprised of Senate and House members will continue to discuss
and debate the bill during the
veto period, and I am hopeful
that House members will join
the Senate in doing the right
thing for all Kentuckians. The
Senate President has taken the
unusual step of serving on the
committee, which is an indication that the bill has the full
support of the Senate.
Another important issue the
Senate is committed to resolving is the systemic problem in
the Kentucky Teachers' Retirement System (KTRS). The week
before last, the Senate passed
House Bill 4 with a committee
substitute that would establish
a task force to examine KTRS,
rather than issuing bonds that
would be a short-term fix and
raise concerns about borrowing
funds for an already underfunded system. I am confident a
task force will develop a set
of recommendations for the Senate and the House to consider
that can resolve the pension
shortfall, like the task force that
studied the Kentucky Employees Retirement System (KERS).
A bill that would put a constitutional amendment on the
2016 ballot to allow local governments, with the approval of
voters, to set a temporary local
tax for certain projects, commonly known as Local Invest-

ments for
Transformation
10
(LIFT), has
not been
heard in the
Senate
State
&
Local Government
Committee Legisiativ
,e
as of yet.
While
Update
have
By Stan
strongly
Humphries
encouraged
Kentucky
my Senate
Senator
colleagues
to hear this
bill in committee this year, the
sentiment of the majority is that
there are other important issues
that need to be addressed this
session. I am disappointed it
has not been heard, and I will
continue to do what I can to
support the measure.
Other important legislation
continues to be discussed,including Senate Bill 115, Books for
Brains, a bill that I sponsored,
and which passed the House
last week 99-0. The Senate is
currently working through a
House amendment and I am
hopeful that we can come to
an agreement. This bill would
provide the mechanisms to build
comprehensive programs for creating appreciation of books while
fostering a love of reading in
Kentucky pre-school children.
Studies show a direct correlation between strong reading skills
and success in all academic disciplines, and show that the earlier children are exposed to books
and encouraged to read, the better their chances are of developing strong reading skills.
Strong reading skills help students succeed in all aspects of
academics, including math and
science, so Books for Brains is
a "no-brainer" in terms of what
it can do to help better Kentucky families.
The General Assembly is now
recessed for the Governor's veto
period and will return on March
23 for the final two days of
the 2015 Session to consider
any vetoes by the Governor and
to possibly pass additional legislation. While consensus hasn't yet been reached on important bills like the one dealing
with heroin, for instance, i
remain hopeful that the House
will work with the Senate on
this and other unresolved issues.
As always, please contact my
office in Frankfort toll free at
1-800-372-7181 or via e-mail
at Stan.Humphries@Irc.ky.gov to
express your concerns or to get
more information on these issues
or others. The work of the
Legislature can be accessed via
www.Irc.ky.gov.
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'Kentucky Women: Their Lives and Times'
Dr. Thomas H. Appleton,
Jr., a professor of history at
Eastern Kentucky University,
and Dr. Melissa McEuen, a
professor of history at Transylvania University, have edited a volume for the "Southern Women: Their Lives and
Times" series published by The
University of Georgia Press.
Hot off the press is the Bluegrass volume, in the series,
"Kentucky Women: Their Lives
and Times," and Dr. Appleton
and Dr. McEuen have done an
admirable job in covering all
areas of the commonwealth to
show the remarkable achievements of women in Kentucky
history,economics, politics,and
the arts.
I am thankful to the editors for giving me the opportunity to write one of the chapters in the book, a chapter on
Linda Neville, one of the
founders of the Kentucky Society to Prevent Blindness, and
a woman who did more than
anyone else to eradicate trachoma, a dreaded eye disease
that plagued thousands of Kentuckians before the early 1950s.
A daughter of privilege from
Lexington. Neville dedicated
her life to serve others.
After an introductory chapter written by Appleton and

McEuen, Craig Thompson
Friend of the University of
North Carolina State University explores three women on
the Kentucky frontier: Nonhelema,a female Shawnee chief
of the 1760s; Jemima Boone
Callaway, a daughter of Daniel
and Rebecca Boone, who came
to Kentucky in the late 1770s;
and Matilda Lewis Threlkeld,
a young slave in western Kentucky in the early 1800s.
In another chapter, Angela
Esco Elder, who is completing a Ph.D. dissertation on
Confederate widowhood at the
University of Georgia, discusses two Civil War widows, two
sisters. Emilie Todd Helm, a
Confederate widow, and Mary
Todd Lincoln, her more famous
sister, both handled widowhood differently. Apparently,
by society's standards, Helm
was born to the role of Confederate widow, while Lincoln's
widot4could do nothing right.
Mary Jane Smith, an associate professor of history at
St. Lawrence University in Canton, New York, wrote a chapter on Laura Clay, the most
important southern suffragist
of her day. Why would Laura
Clay, after a lifetime working
for the vote for women, come
to oppose the nineteenth amend-

ment? You
must read
Smith's fascinating
chapter to
find out.
Other
chapters in
"Kentucky
Women"
discuss the
contribu- Home and
tions
of
Away
Madeline
By James
McDowell Duane Bolin
Breckin- Ledger & Times
ridge and
Columnist
Mary
Breckinridge, the founder of the Frontier Nursing Service; Enid Yandell, a great Kentucky sculptor; Harriette Simpson Arnow,
the author of "Hunter's Horn,"
and "The Dollmaker"; Elizabeth "Lizzie" Foust, an inspirational African American
activist and leader in Lexington: Georgia Montgomery
Davis Powers, the first woman
and the first person of color
in the Kentucky state senate;
and Martha Layne Collins, Kentucky's first and thus far, only
woman, governor.
For me, one of the most
fascinating chapters in the book
is written by Melissa McEuen.

Herself a native of Princeton,
Dr. McEuen, chose as her subject a fellow Princetonian,
Nancy Newsom Mehaffey, the
"ham lady" of western Kentucky. Having been introduced
to her dry-cured product —
or as we know it in Kentucky
— her country ham, I read
this chapter with the enthusiasm of not just a historian,
but also a connoisseur of this
Kentucky and southern delicacy. Mehaffey is an internationally recognized expert on the
ham curing process, so when
Parisian chefs call in an order
for her prosciutto, they know
they are getting the real Kentucky deal.
What better way to celebrate Women's History month
than to order your copy of
"Kentucky Women: Their Lives
and Times," edited by Melissa McEuen and Thomas H.
Appleton, Jr., and published
by the University of Georgia
Press. This book finally fills
a void in the research and
writing of Kentucky history.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at
Duane
jbolin4murraystate.edu

Innovation on Main St. = Creative Placemaking
Jeff Speck, city planner
extraordinaire, specializes in
downtowns. Reading his book,
"Walkable City: How Downtown Can Save America One
Step at a Time," I found myself
wishing he could visit Murray. Kentucky, and help us
hammer out a plan to leverage the assets already in place
while finding ways to make
the best use of empty and underused spaces that detract from
downtown's vitality.
Speck's theory sounds simple: A walkable city is better
than a drivable one, and a
walk down Main Street should
be compelling and satisfying.
Although he is a visionary.
Speck is also a realist as he
works with communities to
apply his philosophy. He understands that tight budgets get
in the way of making needed
improvements, and suggests
taking an approach he calls
"urban triage." Simply put, take
one step at a time.
"A little bit of great downtown," he claims, "can help
push a whole city into the
great category. This is the place
to begin."
At least seven Kentucky
communities are following principles for downtown improvement that would earn Jeff
Speck's approval. Last year,
the Kentucky Arts Council facil-

itated meetings in the eastern
and southeastern regions of the
commonwealth to devise ways
to use arts, culture, and creativity as tools to address community development, growth,
tourism, workforce development, education, the economy
and other important dimensions
of livable places. The movement is called Creative Placemaking, and Murray would be
a great place to explore the
potential of the concept.
Carol Coletta of ArtPlace,
which provides Creative Placemaking grants, puts it this way:
"Creative placemaking isn't just
for cities. Rural arts projects
demonstrate that smart investments in art, design. and culture as part of a larger portfolio of revitalization strategies can change the trajectory
of communities and increase
economic opportunities for people."
Currently, Kentucky's placemaking leaders are creating new
horizons in Covington, Harlan,
Hazard, Lexington, Louisville,
Vanceburg and Whitesburg.
Projects vary, depending on
local strengths and opportunities, but the underlying principle is that all places have
the potential to nurture an
enduring sense of place, and
keeping artists and art at the
center of planning, implemen-

tation and
programming is key.
Last
June,Executive Director
of the Kentucky Arts
Lori Meadows, listed
S4 me of the
•
primary val- Minn Street
By Constance
ues reflected B
Alexander
in Creative
Ledger
& Times
PlacemakColumnist
ing in the
publication,
"Arts
ENews," including:
• Fostering communitybased artist residency programs
using artists as innovation consultants.
• Creating projects to mend
divisiveness in the community.
• Conserving generational
knowledge by having senior
citizens and young people working together.
• Reinforcing tourism initiatives by creating a destinavibe.
.Brand
tion
ing a community by
incorporating local art into
existing infrastructure.
• Creating live-work spaces
forrtais
.
Creating spaces for edu-

cation and workforce development efforts to put people to
work.
In a community like ours
— rich with artistic talent and
a strong sense of place — the
time for innovation has arrived.
With a downtown that has suffered some serious losses in
the past eighteen months, why
not take a look at some creative possibilities to find ways
to represent the distinct character and quality of Murray at
the same time sve make changes
that contribute to the livability of our town?
For more information on the
book,"Walkable City." log onto
amazon.com. An article about
Creative Placemaking is available at http://www.artplaceamerica.org/articles/principles-ofThe
creative-placemaking.
National Endowment for the
Arts and the Kresge Foundation provide Creative Placemaking grants to communities
around the USA, and the Kentucky Arts Council is working
with communities served by
these grants. For Lori Meadows'
to
article,
go
http://artscouncil.gov/Resource
s/Newsletters/enews/2014.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgencom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@twc.com.
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Betty Jean Davidson Inman Paschall,82, passed
away peacefully
Sunday, March 22, 2015 at Legacy Health Care
of Puryear.
Tennessee, with her loving son, Michael, at her
side.
Jeannie was born the seventh of 10 kids to
George William Davidson and Jennie
Elizabeth Keifer Davidson, both deceased. She
was also preceded in death by four brothers,
Leonard,George, Benny and Bill Jr. Davidson
and two sisters, Mildred Martin and Naomi
Jeske, and one great-granddaughter, Megan
Inman Brown of Ohio. She was the widow of
Forrest Paschall of Puryear, Tennessee.
Paschall
Mrs. Paschall is survived by four children
with her first husband, J. H. Inman Jr. and they are Vicki
Mohapp
and husband Gary of West Virginia, Jim Inman and wife
Karla of
Tampa, Florida, Lee Ann Horton and husband Lee of Madison
Heights, Virginia, and Michael Inman of Puryear; her two grand
kids she adopted, Christopher Inman of Alabama and
Chenoa
Inman of Puryear; eight grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren. She is also survived by two brothers, Ray Davidson and wife
Jan of Texas and Jim Davidson of West Virginia; a sister, Shirley
Riggs and husband Bill of Missouri; and very special life-long and
loving friend, Jan Doall of Paris, Tennessee.
Jeannie was a member of several organizations. Besides
American Legion, F-a.stern Star and VFW,she was a life-long and
very active member of AMVET's Post 45 Auxiliary of Paris. She
served many years as an officer at the local, state and national levels. One of her main passions was being Mrs. Santa Claus each year
in the underprivileged kids Christmas program. Additionally, she
felt it was an honor each year to be on the committee to choose the
AMVET's Post 45 scholarship recipient for a graduating high
school senior. For many years, she was master of ceremony for
many events in West Tennessee. Her quick wit and awesome personality endeared her to many. All who knew her loved her.
Services and burial will be in Thomas. Oklahoma, under direction
of Lockstone Funeral Home of Thomas.
Donations may be made to AMVETS Post 45 for either the
Children's Christmas Program or the scholarship fund.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
of local arrangements.

Unda Cochran Allbritten
Linda Cochran Allbritten, 62, of Kirksey. Kentucky, died
Monday, March 23, 2015 at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah,
Kentucky.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral home.

•Charges...
From Front

trolled substance - opiates,
third-degr
ee possession of an
containers, two counts of thirdunspecifie
d controlled sub-.
degree possession of unspecistance
two more counts of
and
fied controlled substances, two
counts of firs-degree controlled possession of drug paraphernasubstance trafficking - opiates, lia.
Rollins as lodged in the
second-degree
trafficking
unspecified controlled sub- Calloway County Jail where he
stances (schedule 3), first remains on a $5,000 cash bail,
degree possession of a con- according to jail authorities.

Homeland Security No. 2 accused
of improperly intervening visas
By ALICIA A. CALDWELL
Associated Press
WASHINGTON tAP) The No. 2 official at the
Homeland Security Department
improperly intervened on behalf
of foreign investors seeking
U.S. visas in three cases involving prominent Democrats,
including a company run by the
youngest brother of likely
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Investigators said Homeland
Security
Deputy Secretary
Alejandro Mayorkas helped
efforts to secure the visas in ways
that created the appearance of
favoritism and special access and
caused resentment among career
government employees, managers and lawyers.
The agency's inspector general, John Roth, said he could
not suggest a motive for
Mayorkas, a longtime Democrat
who served on President Barack
Obama's transition team after
his 2008 election and was U.S.
attorney in California under
President Bill Clinton. Roth did
not accuse Mayorkas of violating any laws and acknowledged
that Mayorkas sometimes
declined to become involved in
cases because he said he did not
think it would be appropriate.
Mayorkas, who at the time
was head of U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, said in a
statement that he disagreed with
the inspector general's findings
but that "I will certainly learn
from it and from this process."
Mayorkas added: "There was
erroneous decision-making and
insufficient security vetting of
cases. I could not and did not
turn my back on my responsibil-
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ity to address those grave problems. I made improving the program a priority and I did so in a
hands-on manner."
The
U.S. government's
investor-visa program. known as
EB-5. allows foreigners to obtain
visas to live permanently in the
U.S. with their spouse and children if they invest $500,000 to $1
million in projects or businesses
that create jobs for American citizens. Approved investors can
become legal permanent residents after two years and later can
become U.S. citizens.
The chairman of the House
Homeland Security Committee,
Rep. Michael McCaul, R-Texas,
said the findings were "extremely concerning." Roth was
expected to testify.
The Associated Press first
reported in July 2013 - as
Mayorkas was being considered
for the No. 2 job at the
Homeland Security Department
- allegations that he had
improperly intervened in the
investor case involving a financing company run by Anthony
Rodham, brother of Mrs.
Clinton. Mayorkas told senators
at his confirmation hearing that
the allegations were "unequivocally false" and said he oversaw
the program "based on the law
and the facts, and nothing else."
The inspector general's new
conclusions also cast doubt on
whether the Homeland Security
Department withheld embarrassing internal files the AP had
sought under the U.S. Freedom
of Information Act as part of its
own investigation nearly two
years ago - and instead
released records that indicated
no wrongdoing.

Lodena Guzzy
Lodena Guzzy, beloved wife, mother, grandmother and teacher,
died Thursday. March 19.2015.
She was a former resident of Metropolis. Illinois, and was residing in Kansas City, Missouri.
Lodena was born Sept. 28, 1921 in Cherry
Corners, Kentucky. She graduated from
Metropolis Community High School in 1939 and
attended Murray State College. She was a fourthgrade teacher in the Metropolis schools for 14
years and lived in Phoenix. Arizona. from 19942004.
She was preceded in death by her parents.
Elizabeth Roberts Hurt and Clarence D. Hurt and
Guzzy
stepmother, Bess Atwell Hurt.
Mrs. Guzzy is survived by her loving husband of
61 years, Frank G. Guzzy of Kansas City; daughters, Mary Guzzy
of Corning, New York; Catherine Cartland of Harvard, Illinois; and
Judith (Ed Alderman) Guzzy of Overland Park, Kansas; and four
grandchildren, Timothy. Benjamin and wife Charity, Susannah
Cartland and Eden Alderman.
Funeral services will be at a later date.
Mt. Moriah, Newcomer & Freeman Funeral Home. Kansas City.
is in charge of arrangements.

Heyward Roberts
Heyward Roberts,81,of Murray. Kentucky, died Tuesday, March
24,2015 at his home.
He was born Nov. 12, 1933 in McCracken County, Kentucky, and
was a United States Army veteran. He was a minister, serving several Baptist churches in Calloway
and Marshall counties.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Eucle
Smith Roberts and Thelma Maxine Miller.
Mr. Roberts is survived by his wife, Wanda Roberts of Murray; a
son, John Mark Roberts of Murray; a daughter, Sarah Christi
Roberts of Clarksville, Tennessee; and two brothers, Jerry Roberts
and wife Linda of Pelham,Alabama, and Micky Roberts of Clinton.
Funeral services are Friday. March 27, 2015 at 2 p.m. at Imes
Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, with Ricky Miller
officiating. Burial will follow in the Almo Cemetery. Kenny Imes,
Barry Johnson, Mike Clearwood, Larry Hurt. Wayne Blackford.
Stan Scott and Joe Dan Taylor will serve as pallbearers. Elijah
Balentine, Lucas Morton and Frank Davis will serve as honorary
pallbearers. Visitation will be Friday. March 27,2015 from 10 a.m.
until the service hour at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel,is in charge of
arrangements.

Plane crash kills 150 people
in Alps; black box located

By GREG KELLER
Associated Press
SEYNE-LES-ALPES. France
(AP) - A black box recovered
from the scene and pulverized
pieces of debris strewn across
Alpine mountainsides held clues
to what caused a German jetliner
to take an unexplained eightminute dive Tuesday midway
through a flight from Spain to
Germany. apparently killing all
150 people on board.
The victims included two
babies,two opera singers and 16
German high school students
and their teachers returning
from an exchange trip to Spain.
It was the deadliest crash in
France in decades.
The Airbus A320 operated by
Germanwings, a budget subsidiary of Lufthansa, was less
than an hour from landing in
Duesseldorf on a flight from
Barcelona when it unexpectedly
went into a rapid descent. The
pilots sent out no distress call
and had lost radio contact with
their control center, France's
aviation authority said, deepening the mystery.
While investigators searched
through debris from Flight 9525
on steep and desolate slopes.
families across Europe reeled
with shock and grief. Sobbing
relatives at both airports were
led away by airport workers and
crisis counselors.
"The site is a picture of honor_
The grief of the families and
friends is immeasurable," German
Foreign Minister Frank-Waiter
Steinmeier said after being flown
over the crash scene. "We must
now stand together. We are united
in our great grief."
It took investigators hours to
reach the site, led by mountain
guides to the craggy ravine in
the southern French Alps. not
far from the Italian border and
the French Riviera.
Video shot from a helicopter
and aired by /WM TV showed
rescuers walking in the crevices
of a rocky mountainside scattered with plane parts. Photos of
the crash site showed white
flecks of debris across a moun-

tain and larger airplane body
sections with windows. A helicopter crew that landed briefly
in the area saw no signs of life.
French officials said.
"Everything is pulverized.
The largest pieces of debris are
the size of a small car. No one
can access the site from the
ground," Gilbert Sauvan, president of the general council,
Alpes-de-Haute-Provence, told
The Associated Press.
'This is pretty' much the worst
thing you can imagine," said Bodo
Klimpel, mayor of the German
town of Haltem, rent with sorrow
after losing 16 tenth graders and
their two teachers.
The White House and the airline chief said there was no sign
that terrorism was involved, and
German Chancellor Angela
Merkel urged reporters not to
speculate on the cause.
"We still don't know much
beyond the bare information on the
flight, and there should be no speculation on the cause of the crash,"
she said in Berlin. "All that will be
investigated thoroughly."
Lufthansa Vice President
Heike Birlenbach told reporters
in Barcelona that for now "we
say it is an accident."
In Washington, the White
House said American officials
were in contact with their
French. Spanish and German
counterparts. "There is no indication of a nexus to terrorism at
this time," said U.S. National
Security Council spokeswoman
Bernadette Meehan.
Merkel, French President
Francois Hollande and Spanish
Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy
were to visit the site Wednesday.
French
Interior
Minister
Bernard C27eneuve said a black
box had been located at the crash
site and "will be immediately investigated." He did not say whether it
was the flight data /reorder or the
cockpit voice recorder.
The two devices - actually
orange boxes designed to survive extreme heat and pressure
- should provide investigators
with a second-by-second timeline of the plane's flight.
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FUNERAL NOTICE
THE J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
Barbara Allen Lax,72

Funeral service is at 11 a.m. Wednesday, March 25, 2015 at the
funeral home. Burial to follow in the Lebanon Church of Christ
Cemetery, Sedalia.

Cruz wants to scrap IRS
By PHILIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Promising to abolish the Internal
Revenue Service is a good talking point for political candidates
who are looking to fire up the
Republicans' most conservative
voters. It's also unlikely to ever
happen, no matter how easy
folks such as Sen. Ted Cruz like
to make it sound.
The Texas Republican is
pledging to scrap the tax-collecting agency as he runs for the
GOP presidential nomination in
2016. He joins potential contenders and the Republican
National Committee itself in the
decidedly longshot push to dismantle the unquestionably
unpopular IRS.
"Imagine abolishing the
IRS," Cruz told college students
during his campaign launch
Monday.
Compared
with
America's history of fighting
communism, wars and economic calamities, he said, "abolishing the IRS ain't all that tough."
Actually, it could be pretty
difficult.
The IRS collects more than
$2.4 trillion every year - money
that picks up the tab for the military, Social Security, Medicare,
all those projects that lawmakers
love to bring home to constituents
and so much more. The roughly
90,000-employee agency inside
the Treasury Department also
enforces the tax code for individual taxpayers and corporations.
It can be hard to imagine
abolishing the IRS even if you
are a down-with-big-government libertarian.
"If you're going to have federal taxes, you need an agency
to collect them," said Chris
Edwards, who leads the libertarian Cato Institute's tax policy'
studies and was a senior economist with Congress' Joint
Economic Committee.
Cruz is not the first candidate
to propose eliminating the
agency, nor the only one among
the likely 2016 contenders.
"It's our time to exercise our
right to abolish the IRS and preserve our liberty," Sen. Rand
Paul. R-Ky., said in a 2013 television ad for the conservative
advocacy group Citizens United.
In South Carolina.conservative
darling Ben Carson told activists
earlier this year that the next president should simplify the tax code
and that however it's done, "it
needs to eliminate the IRS."
Republican
National
Committee Chairman Reince
Priebus has proposed ditching

the IRS because "tax collection
should be simple, not scandalous.* He said government
could collect taxes without "an
agency that had already lived
out its usefulness and we
shouldn't be forced to put up
with it any longer."
To be sure,the IRS invites criticism,and not just for taking workers' money. In 2013, an IRS internal watchdog set off a firestoon
with an audit that said agents
improperly singled out tea party
and other conservative groups for
extra scrutiny when they applied
for tax-exempt status during the
2010 and 2012 elections.
Several hundred groups had
their applications delayed for a
year or more. Some were asked
inappropriate questions about
donors and group activities, the
inspector general's report said.
The scandal forced an
upheaval at the agency, and the
Justice Department and several
congressional
committees
launched investigations.
But governing without the
IRS would shape up as a nightmare for the next president.
"It's not a proposal anyone
should take seriously," said Bill
Galston, a domestic policy
adviser to Bill Clinton's White
House, now at the centrist
Brookings Institution. "There's
no way to administer a modern
tax system without an agency to
enforce the tax code."
Maybe, he added, that is
Cruz's goal.
"If you want to destroy the
ability of government to function, eliminating the ability to
collect taxes is a good first step,"
Galston said.
Cruz advisers said the senator
would be releasing more details
on his proposal, which would
allow most Americans to file
their taxes on the back of a postcard-size form.
"Moving toward a fair and
flat tax would eliminate the need
for the IRS," Cruz adviser Rick
Tyler said Tuesday. "Treasury
could then assume the responsibility of collecting postcard tax
forms. There would be a very
small division inside Treasury
and it would not be in any way
representative of the old IRS."
But Edwards suggested that
even the most simplified tax
code would require 10,000 to
20,000 tax collectors to process
the trillions that come into the
Treasury every year.
The idea of a flat tax on a
postcard-size form has been
around for years and has not
come to anything.
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COMMUNITY
MSU hosts first Kentucky SHEP program

DATEBOOK
Magazine Club will meet

The Murray Magazine Club will begin its new
student of the Supported Higher
Special to the Ledger
year on Thursday, March 26, at 2 p.m. at
Murray State University Education Program(SHEP)proDumplins. The hostess will be Annette
(MSU) will be the first gram receive a certificate in
Alexander.
Kentucky university to have a May.
an
is
program
SHEP
The
MMS SBDM to meet
opportunity for adults with intelMurray Middle School Site-Based
The
lectual disabilities to attend
Decision-Making Council will meet in a special
higher education programs
called session on Thursday, March 26, at 4:15
without a regular high school
ook
Dateb
p.m. in the Media Center.
diploma. This program was the
Martha
y
Kentuck
in
first to be offered
Finney Andrus,
Benefit dance to be held
because of the University of
ty
Communi
Members of the Night Moves Dance Club will
Human
Kentucky's
editor
sponsor a benefit dance on Saturday, March 28,
Development Institute. It allows
at Traders Mall Music Dance Barn,6900 Benton
students with intellectual disFashion designer Diane Von
7-10 p.m. Admission is $5 with proceeds to go
from
Paducah
Road,
abilities to apply for Pell Grants,
Furstenberg says every working woman
to the Multiple Sclerosis Society of Western Kentucky. Tickets will
;needs these items in their a ardrobe
Federal Work Study and
Everyone nerds a great pair ,,1
be for sale in advance and at the door.
Educational
Kentucky
sunglasses, which instantly adds glamour
(KEES)
hip
Scholars
ce
Excellen
eyes.
your
but also a must to protect
Photos provided
MWC General Meeting to be Thursday
Elegant jewelry is also a must.
money while attending higher
The General Meeting of the Murray Woman's Club will be
This is something that should never be
education universities like Blake Hopkins, second from left, is pictured at work in the
forgotten Jewelry Is like the perfect spice
, March 26,2014 at the club house. Contest Awards Night
Thursday
Murray State.
Wellness Center at Murray State University.
- it compliments what's already them
will be the program.
The initiative at Murray State
Large statement pieces are very on
Career
to
trend nght noss They can be worn with
is called the College
'Alive Inside'to be shown at Cheri two free
everything from weekend casual to an
Experience(CCE). It allows stua
received
elegant dress. We have just
A documentary, "Alive Inside," will be presented in
dents to take six to seven credit
lot of new jewelry from large statement
screenings at the Cheri Theatres on Thursday, March 26, at 4:30
hours of selected courses each
pieces to the LTOSS and pearl in the
p.m. and 7 p.m. This documentary shows how music can combat
vintage lookssemester and to choose a field of
memory loss to those suffering from Alzheimer's and other forms of
She also says to invest in one work
study based on their interests
piece, make it a great bag A tote is
dementia. Free tickets are available at the door on a first-come,firstusing the College to Career
perfect as it holds everything and you can
-sponsored by the Cheri Theatres
serve basis. This screening is co
program. The
put your smaller one in there to take out
Experience
Endowment for Healthcare
County
loway
Murray-Cal
the
and
for shopping or to dinner.
of
Department
Kentucky
Kentucky Arts Council.
the
from
through an Arts Access Grant
A go-to-dress is a must. Find a style
Vocational Rehabilitation also
that fits your body and makes you feel
provides funding assistance for
confident. You need sleek pumps that are
Kirksey ball registration to be held
a classic style then pick a-hat ever texture
the CCE. Sharon Arant is the
The Kirksey Park will have registration for baseball, softball and
you like to add interest.
CCE coordinator at Murray
fashion
spnng
all
the
We have
t-ball on Friday, March 27, from 5-7 p.m. at Kirksey Methodist
has
She
ty.
Universi
State
We
daily
"musts- with more among
Church and on Saturday, March 28,from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. at the
received social mentors, tutors
base new and unusual jewelry. name
park located on Highway 299, Kirksey. This is for boys and girls,
sandals and nest and interesting tops.
and job coaches through the
ages three years through 18 years of age. The season will begin on
We have a large selection of pants and
and special
career
nt,
adolesce
May I. For more information, contact Dianna at 270-527-2072 or
capers a ith that perfect fit. New jeans are
education (ACS) department to
also here as sell as shorts.
email kirkseypark@yahoo.com.
assist the CCE students.
Buy one item at 107C off on our spnag
10% sale rack and arrJhe secorwi arra
Students in the program are Pictured is Alexis Cain at Jacob Cox is in his first
Compassionate Friends will meet
al CO% off' What a deal!! 65%-75%
to take MSU classes
State
required
Murray
the
the
in
in
r
se
semeste
Playhou
s
Murray'
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
racks also
including a nonprofit leadership Park, where she appeared in SHEP/CCE program.
Congratulations to Kim Pickens
March 26, at 7 p.m. in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at
Brand, she won the giveaway this week
class, organizational communi- "Annie Jr."
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This support group meets for
Like and share us on Facebook or come
currently taking classes two
cations class, reading class and
the encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
in the store to be eligtble.
others. The the first CCE student at MSU days a week and is living out his
among
class,
health
and
fun
week's
net:
to
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
Stay tuned
students benefit from the aca- and will be the first to receive a dream working at the MSU For more information, call Hilda Bennett at 270-498-8324 or
fashion report...
demics as well as gain social certificate in May. While at Wellness Center on Mondays Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.
and job skills to help for their Murray, Hopkins has enjoyed and Wednesdays, after having
VOTED MURRArS
, FAVORITE
futures. In their second, third the overall college experience an internship there. Hopkins
Easter Bone Hunt planned
LADIES
and fourth semesters in the pro- including his Bible studies with also had an internship at the
CLOTHING 2914
The Humane's Society of Calloway County will sponsor the
County
gram, the CCB students are the on-campus Intervarsity pro- Murray-Calloway
Easter Bone Hunt on Saturday, March 28, at 2 p.m. at the Murrayrequired to do an internship at a gram and eating lunch in the Hospital -Wellness Center and Calloway County Park Courthouse Pavilion. At 2:30 p.m. there will
Curris Center Thoroughbred the Family Fitness Center in be an Easter Bonnet parade and at 3 p.m. will be the hunt for doggie
place that interests them.
The Something For Evervone Stare'
Blake Hopkins, 22, from Room with Alpha Sigma Alpha Murray. In addition, Hopkins bones and plastic eggs containing treats and prizes. The Easter
305 South 12th • Murray, KY • 753.7441
ley.com
I
e
www.dkk
South Fulton, Tennessee, was sorority members. Hopkins is has presented on his experience Bunny will be on hand for photographs, pets can be microchipped
41••••••
with the CCE program at a state and have their nails trimmed. Your dog can create a paw painting
conference.
and custom pet ID tags will be engraved on site. Bring your wellAlexis Cain, 21,from Murray, socialized dog on a leash no longer than six feet and proof of your
is in her third semester of the dog's current rabies vaccination. For more information, go to
program. She is expected to exit www.ForThePets.org.
in December. Cain was the first
student with an intellectual disAmerican Legion Ii73 to meet
ability to use Kentucky
The monthly meeting of the American Legion Post #73 will be
Excellence Thursday, March 26, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, Bee
Educational
money for Creek Drive. All veterans are invited to attend. For questions or
back*
(KEES)
hip
the
on
r
Scholars
Numbe
*Please write Applicants' Name,Age E Phone
good grades. She sent a video more information, contact Post Commander Mike Nutter at 270presentation to the state legisla- 293-3642.
ture to thank them for allowing
ed
the KEES money to be made
Fundraiser for Soup for the Soul plann
,
Saturday
on
Bunny
She
Easter
the
available to her and others.
Have your picture taken with
and
Caring
the
at
Soul
the
at
Jr."
for
Soup
"Annie
for
er
in
fundrais
has appeared
March 28, as a
Murray's Playhouse in the Park. Sharing Building of Glendale Church of Christ. Happy Moments
Along with having an internship Photography will be taking photos from 1-3 p.m. and pictures will
at the Playhouse, Cain currently be available that day. Donations will be accepted for the photos and
has an internship through the all proceed will go to the soup kitchen. For more information, conMSU Thoroughbred Room tact Monica at 270-978-2292.
working in the kitchen area as
Seminar at Arboretum to be heldvegetable garnutrition is of interest to Cain.
Join the Friends of the Arboretum for a seminar on
Jacob Cox,from Benton, is in
CCE
den preparation on Saturday, March 28, at 10 a.m. at the Pullen
his first semester of the
the
very
become
has
Greenhouse. Learn the art of preparing for your home garden. In
He
program.
a.m.
10
at
4,
April
,
Saturday
involved with the Baptist event of rain, the seminar will be held
Campus Ministry at MSU and
DivorceCare class meets Wednesdays
looks forward to many more
on
DivorceCare classes are held at University Church of Christ
experiences at Murray State. He
.
welcome
are
All
211.
room
in
p.m.
6:30-8
likes to "get help from other Wednesdays from
again.
heard
be
can
missed
are
that
any
so
repeated
be
will
,
Classes
teachers
sources like parents,
siblings and grandparents" since
Al-Anon support group will meet of alcohe has been in college.
Al-Anon,a support group for friends and family members
"The CCE program has helped
will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m.
.
holics,
Hopkins
said
me out a lot."
For more information call Diana at
"The internship last semester at at University Church of Christ.
5100.
270-293at
Belinda
or
-0951
270-227
the Wellness Center helped me
a
as
semester
get a job there this
Alumni dinner planned
paid employee. The CCE pro66th annual Cuba-Pilot Oak Alumni dinner will be Friday,
The
gram has made me be able to
April 3, 2015 at Cuba Church of Christ Fellowship Hall.
look forward to graduation."
begin at 5 p.m. and dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
"We feel this program creates Registration will
catered and reservations need to be made by
be
will
meal
The
numerous possibilities and
27, with Mike Goodwin at 270-382-2261 or Linda
everyone involved is not only Friday, March
Colley at 270-705-6)42.
seeing benefits, but are excited McPherson
about future goals," Arant said.
Veterans assistance available
Murray State faculty, staff and
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assis0
students have made a huge and
in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Tuesday,
tance
positive impact on this program,
March 31; Wednesday, April 1; and Thursday, April 2,from 9 a.m.
Arant noted, saying that they
until 2:30 p.m. at the VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Road, Mayfield.
have been excited, encouraging
IC)
Appointments must be made and walk-ins will be scheduled an
and have truly become friends
appointment. Contact ronald.mcclure@ky.gov or phone 270-247with the CCE students, which
miaow
atiolo
2455, ext. 23905 for an appointment.
dP.
g•
has enhanced the program
,
eve'
It
immensely.
Good Life plans Branson trip
For more information on the
The Murray Bank Good Life will take a five day/four night trip to
program, contact Sharon Arant
, Missouri, on October 19-23. Entertainment will include
Branson
at sarant4@ m urray state.edu,
the Showboat Branson Belle, free time and shopping
shows,
seven
at
Matlock
Pam
and historic downtown Branson. For more
Landing
in Branson
pmatlock@murraystate.edu or
a space,contact Brenda Sykes at 270-767reserve
to
or
ion
informat
Think Bank'
at
Clemson
Cindy
3338 or email bsykes@them urraybardt.com
rliinkFNB.( Cll
cclemson murraystate.edu
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COLOR ME AND YOU COULD
WIN $50 FROM FNEN

Prop it off at any FN E5 banking center by 5 pm on April 1, 2015.
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Special to the Ledges• 4 p.m. — MSU White Jazz
The Murray State University- Combo
Jamey Aebersold Jazz Festival
• 4:10 — MSU Gold Jazz
will take place on Saturday, Combo
March 28.
• 4:20 p.m. — MSU Jazz
Middle school, high school Laboratory Big Band
and university jazz groups from
•4:30 pm. — MSU Jazz Band
four states will be performing
• 4:45 — MSU Blue Jazz
concerts that afternoon begin- Combo (all MSU groups
directning at 4 p.m. and culminating ed by Dr. Hill and graduate
in the "headliner" concert at 7 assistant Nathan McCoy)
p.m. featuring the Kentucky
• 5 p.m. — Murray Middle
Music Educators Association School(Beth Stribling, director
)
(KMEA) All-First District Jazz
• 5:10 p.m. — Graves County
Band, MS U's Jazz Orchestra Middle School (Craig Fuqua
and the Jamey Aebersold and Ellis Shelby,directors)
Quartet in historic Lovett
• 5:20 pm. — Stewart County
Auditorium. The coordinator for (Tennessee) Middle School
the ninth annual event which (Josephine Denys, director)
brings hundreds of young musi• 5:30 p.m. — James Madison
cians to the campus is MSU Middle School (Alan Emerson,
Director of Jazz Studies Dr. director)
Todd E. Hill. Phi Mu Alpha
• 5:40 p.m. — McCracken
Sinfonia helps to coordinate the County High School "B"
one-day event annually. The (Kelley Ray,director)
clinics and concerts are free and
• 5:50
—
Charleston
the public is cordially invited.
(Missouri) High School (Mike
Photo provided
The Murray State University Jazz Orchestra is pictured with Jamey
Aebersold.
This is the first year that the DiPasquale, director)
festival will be known as the
• 6 pm. — Marshall County event for sharing and learning. finest player/teachers in jazz and He has made many guest soloist Jazz Band, and
is a supporter of
Jamey Aebersold Jazz Festival.
High School (Joel Roberts, Some of the groups coming this are open to any serious jazz stu- appearances with the MSU Jazz the jazz
program
at MSU and
week are actually on their own dent regardless of ability or age.
"We decided that this was just director)
Orchestra, Blue Combo and jazz programming on WKMS.
the thing to do," Hill said.
• 6:10 p.m. — Madisonville spring breaks, but have made
"Jamey has donated so much of North Hopkins High School such a terrific commitment to
his time and financial support to "White" (Alan Emerson, direc- the festival that they will still be
coming. For one of our groups
the jazz program at Murray tor)
(Graves
County High School),
State. He has been coming here
• 6:20 p.m. — Graves County
this
is
their
ninth consecutive
off and on since the early 1970s High School (Richard Burchen,
appearance at the festival, and
when Professor Ray Conklin director)
was heading up the jazz pro• 6:30 p.m. — McCracken Madisonville sends three groups
for the festival each year."
gram. He is a great friend to the County High School "A"
Aebersold, a saxophonist and
department of music, the jazz (Kelley Ray, director)
clinicia
n, is a native of New
program, WKMS, and has
• 6:40 p.m. — Henry County
Albany,
Indiana. He was awardenriched the cultural life of the (Tennessee) High School (Chris
ed
the
prestigious National
community at large."
Watson, director)
Fourteen outstanding middle
•6:50 p.m. — Jasper(Indiana) Endowment for the Arts desigand high school groups from High School (Patrick Keeley, nation as 2014 Jazz Master eararound the region will be partic- director) and 7 p.m. - lier this year in a ceremony in
ipating in the festival, which is Madisonville North Hopkins Washington, D.C. He attended
designed for educational, rather High School "Maroon" (Alan college at Indiana University
and graduated in 1962 with a
than competitive purposes. The Emerson, director).
students' days will include comAt 7:10, the Jamey Aebersold masters' degree in Saxophone
mentary and clinics by profes- Quartet with Jamey Aebersold and was awarded an Honorary
sional musicians and educators (2014 NEA Jazz Master) on alto Doctorate of Music by IU in
(Dan Schunks and Dr. Kevin sax. Paducah native Shawn 1992. He also plays piano, bass
White. both of the faculty at McGowen on piano, Tyrone and banjo at a professional
Mineral Area College in Park Wheeler on bass, and Jonathan level.
In 1989, the International
Hills, Missouri, and MSU grad- Higgins on drums will take the
uates; Dr. Michael Worthy of the stage followed at 8 p.m. by the ; Association of Jazz Educators
University, of Mississippi; Dr. KMEA All-First District Jazz inducted him into qiir Hall of
Rich Ripani of Hume-Fogg Band (Professor Hogg, guest Fame, joining Count Basic,
High School in Nashville; Dean conductor); and closing the pro- Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker,
Hughes, freelance jazz percus- gram at 8:30 will be the award- and Louis Armstrong as previsionist), clinics with MSU jazz winning MSU Jazz Orchestra ous honorees. He has played
with countless jazz legends
students, and two special jazz (Todd E. Hill, director).
through
the years including _U.
"It is an incredible amount of
improvisation clinics with jazz
1I1II,
Johnson
James Moody and
,
education
legend
Jamey dedication that makes the festiBobby Shew. Aebersold is an
Aebersold (1 p.m. for middle val possible this year due to
internat
ionally-known player
school students and 2:30 for many of our regional schools
and
authorit
y on jazz education
everyone else in the Performing having been hit with a record
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•Murray firefighter....

Bill by Kentucky

students faces
tough path

From Front

five pieces, they fit back together
perfectly.
fire going beyond where (it is at
Farley was bom the youngest
the moment). So there's a mantle of five children,
and he said his
there and Dickie and 1 said,'See oldest brother.
Burnette, folhow easy it is to take a mantle lowed in their
father's footsteps
off?' I put an axe behind one side and became a brick
mason himand Dickie grabbed the other side self. Farley said
he is amazed
and it came off pretty quick.
how coincidence led to him
"Then at that point, we saw this receiving the
reminder of his
writing. And we said. 'Oh, my father because
of where he
God,that is Mike Farley 's dad!"
works.
Farley's father,Otman Burnette
"it was awesome," Farleyosaid
K. Farley, went by the name of the discovery.
-They told me
"O.B.," and Farley said he was a that, and I thought
'Oh my gosh.'
well-known brick mason in the Of course, my dad
was one of the
community and worked on a lot main brick masons around
and to
of houses in Murray and find
this 75 years later — I mean,
Calloway County. He died in who would think
(it meant any1998, and Farley said he had no
thing)? I mean, anybody could
idea he had worked on the house have
run across it and not think
on North 16th Street before the anything
about it, but who would
firefighters went to train there. think
two of the firefighters
Sure enough, though, when the
would pull this back and know
Walls brothers pulled the mantle it's my
dad?"
down, there was his signature:
To satisfy his curiosity about
"0.8. Farley Nov. 7, 1940." He
would have been 25 years old at the house, Farley tracked down
the deed to the property, which
the time. Farley said.
Ricky said he and several oth- was signed Dec. 8, 1939 by
ers were able to pry the concrete County Clerk Mary Russell
slab off the mantle without Williams. The grantor is listed as
destroying it so they could give it F.D. Radford, and the grantee is
to Farley. Although it broke into listed as Rose Radford.

The ASSOMTED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A bill written by a group of
Kentucky high school students
will have a tough time passing
the legislature after the state
Senate amended it on the final
day of the session.
The bill would allow one
high school student from each
district to serve on a search
committee for a new superintendent. Senate Republicans
changed the bill so students
would not be able to vote on the
search committee. And they
added an amendment that would
guarantee students would not be
discriminated against in school
for their religious beliefs.
Senate Democrats blasted
Republicans for amending the
bill, saying it would not pass the
state
Democratic-controlled
House of Representatives. High
school students from across the
state rallied on the Capitol steps
Monday to urge lawmakers to
pass a clean bill.

Photos provided

Mike Farley is pictured above
next to the fireplace his father,
0.8, signed in 1940 while
doing the masonry work. At
right, father and son are pictured in a family photo.
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SALE DAYS

Thursday 10-6
Friday 10-6
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12-5

TERM OF SALE
- ALL SALES FINAL
- ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.
- NO REFUNDS OR fICHANGES.
- CREDIT CARDS WELCOME.
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Ashley • Broyhill • Legacy • Universal • Klaussner • Best
Thomasville • Lane • Serta & Many More!

THE GREAT $41000,000
TOTAL FURNITURE SELL-OUT!
SALE BEING HELD IN BOTH STORES!
BEDROOM • DINING ROOM
LIVING ROOM • RECLINERS
LEATHER • ACCESSORIES
WALL ART • AREA RUGS
AND MUCH MOIRE!
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FINANCING
AVAILABLE!

CUSTOM ORDERS NEW MERCHANDISE
AT GREAT
DISCOUNT PRICESI ARRIVING DAILY AT
SALE PRICES!
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DRASTIC

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY AT 10:00 AM!
•24 MONTHS, NO INTEREST, EQUAL PAYMENTS ON APPROVED CREDIT EXCLUDES PRIOR SALES & SPECIAL ORDERS
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AP photo
President Barack Obama listens during a joint news conference with Afghanistan's President Ashraf Ghani, Tuesday in
the East Room of the White House in Washington.

Obama agrees to slow US
pullout from Afghanistan
By JOSH LEDERMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama agreed
Tuesday to slow the U.S. military pullout from Afghanistan at
the request of its new government but insisted the delay won't
jeopardize his commitment to
end America's longest war
before leaving office.
In a shift from his previous
plan, Obama said the U.S. would
leave its 9,800 troops currently in
Afghanistan in place rather than
downsizing to 5,500 by year's end.
The size of the U.S. footprint for
next year is still to be decided, he
said, but he brushed aside any
speculation the withdrawal will
bleed into 2017 when the next
president takes over.
"The date for us to have completed our drawdown will not
change." Obama declared.
Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani's inaugural visit to the
White House offered a stark contrast to visits by his predecessor,
Hamid Karzai, who was viewed
by U.S. officials as prickly and
unreliable. Ghani went out of his
way to thank the U.S. for its sacrifices in his country,offering a window into the efforts by Obama and
him to rehabilitate the U.S.Afghan relationship.
"This visit is an opportunity
to begin a new chapter between
our two nations," Obama said
during a joint news conference
in the East Room.
As for the delayed drawdown
of U.S. troops, Obama said he
and his military leaders believe
"that providing this additional
time frame during this fighting
season for us to be able to help
the Afghan security forces succeed is well worth it."
He acknowledged the change
of plans will prevent some U.S.
troops from coming home when
they expected, but he suggested
the danger will be minimized
because they won't be in combat. The U.S. combat role in
Afghanistan officially ended late
last year, a down payment on
Obama's re-election pledge to
wind down the war the U.S.
launched in the days after the
Sept. 11, 2001 , attacks.
The policy shift followed
weeks of White House delibera-

tions about whether to fulfill
Ghani's requests to keep more
troops in Afghanistan longer —
particularly as the tough spring
fighting season approaches.
Afghan security forces are still
struggling to gain the strength
needed to protect the volatile
country and to fend off Islamic
State fighters whose attempts to
recruit in Afghanistan have been
cause for regional concern.
"Afghanistan remains a very
dangerous place," Obama said,
noting that insurgents still launch
attacks and plot suicide bombings
to target civilians. Yet he ckclaied
his confidence in Ghani, who he
said had "taken on the mantle of
commander in chief in a way that
we have not seen in the past from
an Afghan president."
Obama's foreign policy critics, including some hawkish
Republicans, have long urged
him to leave more forces in the
country and have accused him of
setting artificial, politically driven deadlines for withdrawal.
House Speaker John Boehner of
Ohio said he was reviewing
Obania's proposal and hoped it
would "meet the requests of our
Afghan partners, our commanders on the ground and bipartisan
members of Congress."
For Obama,Ghani represents
a last, best hope to make good
on a key component of his foreign policy legacy: his promise
to end the war before leaving
office, keeping a thousand or so
troops at the embassy to coordinate security.
Ghani, Who lived in the U.S.
for more than a decade, has been
a welcome change for the U.S.
administration. Frustration with
his predecessor reached a boiling point when Karzai refused to
sign the security agreements
needed for the U.S. to leave
troops in his country. Ghani
signed them within days of taking office and has sought to differentiate himself by showing
deep appreciation for U.S.
investment in his Military —
more than $60 billion so far.
After hotly contested election
results, Ghani and chief rival
Abdullah Abdullah agreed to
share power, with Abdullah
assuming the new role of chief
executive.
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When Ainsley Byers claimed second in
state at the Kentucky Archery
Tournament out of all female elementary
participants, and Austin Kemp nabbed
eighth place out of all Kentucky male
high school seniors, it was a day that was
anticipated years ago when the Murray
Independent School District Archery program was implemented.
Over one hundred parents and students
were present at Murray Middle School in
2007 when MMS hosted the MMS
Archery Club introductory meeting to
implement the National Archery program. The foresight was a group of parents, educators and a donation from the
Radiology Associates of Murray to
enable MMS to join the other 580
Kentucky schools who sponsor the
National Archery in the Schools Program
(NASP). According to the National
Safety Council, that doesn't have any
archery accidents listed from the
Kentucky NASP programs, ping-pong is
the only ball-sport more accident-free
than archery.
Fast forward eight years later.
Byers, a fifth grade MMS elementary
archery member, was named regional
champion in Trigg County's Regional
Tournament. Traveling on to state
pushed her even further as she took second place at State out of 602 elementary
school participants, 338 fifth grade
female competitors, and overall ranked
106 out of 1880 competitors.
Randy Louis, MISD Archery coach,
said during Byers two-year Tiger
Archery participation she always displays exceptional Tiger Traits and outstanding leadership capabilities. -She
won a spot at the State tournament by
taking first place in the fourth through
fifth grade girls regionals by shooting a
259 out of 300. The State tournament
was a two day event where Ainsley shot
a 279 otit of 300 on the Opening day and
moved into first place. Her score remand
See MISD ARCHERY, 10A
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A RACER
INVASION
Murray State looks to end
Old Dominion home streak
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger

Murray State's TJ Sapp was a critical reason the Racers were able to storm past
the Tulsa Golden Hurricane during the second round of the NIT. His leadership will
be key tonight as Murray State faces Old Dominion - a trip to the Big Apple weighing in the balance.

MHS TENNIS

Yet another heralded top-notch
defense awaits a Racer team that
has ridden a prolific offense to a
pair of dominating wins thus far
in the NIT.
The
Monarchs' of Old
Dominion (26-7) boast a defensive unit that allows 565 points
per game - good for eight-fewest
in the nation - but they host a
Murray State (29-5) team that
scores 79.1 points a night.
So far in the tournament, the
Racers beat Texas-El Paso and
Tulsa, both teams whose defenses
helped carry them to successful
seasons.
The Monarchs have won two
home games, first beating
Charleston Southern before
squeaking out a one-point victory
over Illinois State on Monday.
Entering tonight's game, Old
Dominion has won 23 games in a
row - 19 this season - at their
home court, the Constant Center
in Norfolk, Virginia.
That likely won't matter to the
Racers, though, because they've
won 11 consecutive true road
games since dropping a contest at

Xavier early this season.
Following Murray State's 8362 drubbing of Tulsa, the team
flew directly to Norfolk, where
head coach Steve Prohm said the
Racers would rest Tuesday and
run through a light practice today.
The team's confidence is high,
he said, because nothing has
changed, even after the disappointing loss to Belmont in the
OVC Tournament.
"We've won 27 out of 28,"
Prohm said. 'These two (wins)
shouldn't change anything. That's
the one point I want to make.
We're still the same basketball
team we were in January."
It's a team that wholeheartedly
focuses on winning each day as it
comes, taking one opponent at a
time, and Old Dominion happens
to be on the short list this week.
The Monarchs finished second
in Conference USA at 13-5, but
lost 59-52 to Middle Tennessee in
the tournament quarterfinals.
Old Dominion had losses to
MTSU
(twice),
Western
Kentucky and Illinois State this
year - all three of which Murray
State beat handily.
The Monarch defense, though,
U See RACERS, 10A

PHILADELPHIA 76ERS

MURRAY HIGH
DOUBLES WORKING
FOR POSTSEASON

young and talented roster, Snyder
has entered the coaching realm
excited and ready for a new year
in Murray tennis.
"I came out (last season) and
what was going on and I said
saw
By EDWARD MARLOWE
'I've got to get back into this,"
Lead Sports Writer
Scott said of his itch to coach."A
A Murray High volunteer from handful of parents asked if I
the 2014 season and a retired ten- would be head coach (this seanis professional, first-year head son), and I said 'sure.'
"The coaching part and watchcoach Scott Snyder said he is
ing
them grow - that's what I
looking forward to his first bout
as a high school coach - especial- missed."
The team is set to return two
ly with state hopes weighing in
singles
players from medical
RICH PEDRONCELLI / AP Photo
the balance.
Boys doubles partners in leave - Jordyn Rowland (injury) Philadelphia 76ers guard Isaiah Canaan, center, drives
Suphat Yoopensuk and Prashant and Kevin Wann (mononucleo- between Sacramento Kings' Nik Stauskas,left, of Canada,
Chakradhar - alongside girls sis)- which Snyder said will only and Derrick Williams during the first quarter of an NBA
doubles teammates in Kennedy improve his rotation as the season basketball game in Sacramento, Calif., Tuesday, March
Jones and Sam Taylor - are plods forward.
24, 2015. He would finish with 13 points on the night.
Offseason regimen has also
eagerly vying for an appearance
in the KHSAA state tournament been key for a squad looking to
take the next step - as weather
later this spring.
Both pairs nearly made it last didn't really play as much of a
season before quarterfinals losses factor in workouts as much as it
to eventual regional champion did other spring sports around the
McCracken County thwarted any region.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) into my hands."
"We actually got outside a little
chance of extended posLseason
— Having a big game offensiveNot known for their defense,
bit
more
I
than
though
we
play.
ly is nothing new for Sacramento the Kings limited Philadelphia to
With these two goals in mind, would." Snyder said. "We even
Kings star center DeMarcus no field goals and three points in
U See MHS TENNIS, 10A
as well as the desire to deNr.elop a
Cousins.
the final 6:12 of the game.
But Tuesday night against the Sacramento forced 16 of
Philadelphia 76ers, it was Philadelphia's 20 turnovers in
Cousins' defense that was one of the second half, which was a
the keys to victory. He had 33 major factor in a comeback that
points, 17 rebounds, four steals led to the Kings' first-three-game
and four blocks for the Kings, winning streak since late
who dealt the 76ers their 16th November.
straight road loss, with a 107"They heated up defensively in
106 victory.
the second half. We had 70
On Philadelphia's final posses- points at halftime and I'm sure
sion, Cousins stepped in front of that inspired them," 76ers coach
a driving Hollis Thompson and Brett Brown said. "They did a
poked the ball free and it landed good job of pushing us out of
in the hands of teammate Ray stuff."
McCallum in the closing secThe Kings made up for a horrionds to preserve the victory.
ble defensive first half and they
"I got credited with the steal, trailed 70-63 at intermission.
but Cuz was the one who caused
"1 told them at halftime they
it," McCallum said. "He stunk (defensively)," coach
(Thompson) was driving to the George Karl said. "Cuz had
basket and trying to get a shot some incredible defensive plays
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times and DeMarcus stepped out and down the stretch. He had a
big
Shelby Moss drives a ball hard Tuesday against Massac. slapped the ball and it came right game defensively."
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Cousins scores 33, Kings
finally beat Mers at home

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

MHS sophomore Kennedy Jones Is lust one of four doubles partners looking,for a trip to the state tournament
this season.

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Sharp on defense for the better
part of the season's first five
games, head coach Scott Tucker
and his Lady Tigers knew they
would need a good day at the
plate and a strong day in the
field in order to topple Massac
County,Illinois Tuesday at Lady
Tiger Field.
But after a strong showing to
start their season at Marshall
County Slugfest. Murray High

got neither strong offense or
defense - as the Lady Patriots
took advantage of their own
strong pitching and four Lady
Tiger errors to come away with
a 13-1 win in five innings.
Three
different
Massac
County pitchers combined to
give up just one run and six hits
against Murray (3-3) - who
drove the ball hard all afternoon,
but had to contend with a stout
Lady Patriot infield and rangy
outfield capable of closing the
•See MHS SOFTBALL, 10A
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Murray

PREP SOFTBALL

PREP BASEBALL

Lady Lakers fall 2-0 to Hickman

Christian Co. fells Lakers 13-3

The Calloway County Lady
Lakers finally ran out of offense
Tuesday night, after they fell at
Hickman County 2-0 to move to
2-1 on the season.
The Lady Lakers could only
string together four hits including two from Kayli

Kelso - but Hickman County
put together six hits behind three
Lady Laker errors for the win.
Laken Kelso took the loss,
despite striking out eight over
six innings and giving up just
one earned run on the afternoon.
Calloway
County
hosts
Graves County on Thursday.

From Page 9A
in the lead until the final hour. I
look forward to working with
Ainsley over the next seven year
and (no pressure Ainsley) can't
wait to see what you do at
Nationals in May."
A former MMS Archery member who took a few years off during his high school career. Kemp
was recognized with a $1,000
scholarship when he achieved
eighth out of 147 senior boys.
(Currently, Kemp is ranked 36
out of 765 male high school competitors and overall ranks 44 out
of 2350 competitors). "Austin
has been an exceptional athlete
this year. His score is always consistent along with his attitude,"
Louis said. "I'm glad to see him
return this year and shooting so
well and congratulate him on
winning the scholarship."
Prior to the NASP State
Archery
Tournament
in
Louisville, the MHS Archery
Team placed second in the Trigg
County regional tournament,
while MMS captured third.
During Regionals,Lucy Mitchell,
an MMS Elementary team member, took third in the Elementary
Female Division and Sean Black.
sophomore, received fifth place
in the high school male division.
Both MMS and MHS sent 43
archery members to compete in

the NASP State Archery
Tournament in Louisville, where
4230 students representing grades
4-12 throughout Kentucky were
present. The MMS and MHS
Archery members' performance
at regionals prompted another
first for the growing MISD
Archery program. Based on scoring in the top 100 of their respective divisions, Byers, Kemp and
Sophie Bozik, MHS freshman,
Aiden Yarbrough, MHS sophomore, Talon Cole, freshman, and
Sean Black,sophomore,qualified
and received invitations to participate in the Kentucky Bluegrass
games, held in April in Midway
Kentucky. An invitation only
tournament, Bluegrass games is
for the top 100 male and female
archers by division in the State
(elementary, middle and high)
based on individual scores at the
14 regional NASP tournaments
(combined). ,
The accolades and growth of
the Tiger Archery program is evidence of the strong glue that
bound the program together since
the initial meeting almost nine
years ago. Since that night the
program
that
teaches
International
Style
Target
Archery. archery history, safety,
technique. equipment, mental
concentration, and self-improvement has grown from MMS to
now include MHS, and three

years ago joined the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association
when
KHSAA
recognized
archery as a state sport activity.
Co-created by the Kentucky
Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources,
the
Kentucky
Department of Education, and
Mathews Archery, based in
Sparta, Wisconsin,the NASP was
initiated to inspire students of all
sizes, genders, backgrounds, and
abilities to improve their performance at school while learning a
skill that promotes appreciation
and participation in the outdoors.
NASP statistics report that 54
percent of students involved in
the archery class say they feel
better about themselves, 49 percent of students indicate they like
school better, and 72 percent of
students report it provides the
opportunity for them to work
more closely with their physical
education teacher.
Diana Byers said she and her
husband, Chuck, who also assists
the team as a coach at practice
session, agreed "Ainsley's excitement level was as high as they
had ever seen it after shooting at
the tournament."
The Byers said Archery has
been a major factor in a huge leap
of her confidence over the past
two years of Ainsley's life that
carries over into other aspects of
their daughter's life."Archery is a

quickly growing sport and I hope
that more kids give it a shot.
Murray Independent has excellent coaches and bring the kids to
levels they thought they could not
achieve in the beginning of participating in archery. We are
thankful for the support of Mr.
Rogers, superintendent, Randy'
and Rebecca, our coaches, and
the many volunteers."
Louis is proud of all the students who participated this year
and is sorry to see Murray Middle
School's season end early after
being eight points shy qualifying
for a shot at the National championship tournament. "Our middle
school team had a tough run after
losing several strong eighth
graders from last year. However,
they continued on this year raising their scores at each tournament," he explained. -The high
school team is doing very well,
we have seen some of our highest
scores since the beginning of the
program almost nine years ago.
Although Murray High's team
score was down 40 points at State
as compared to Regionals, they
will advance to the National
championship in May."
Louis said there is still one goal
for 2015 they are anticipating:
Competing in Nashville's World
Archery Tournament in July,
where Europe and Africa Archery
teams will be competing.

Sammy Morgan lost to L.
From Page 9A
shoveled the snow off the court Arnett(8-0)
Brandon Tish lost to G. Puckett
one day so that we could play the
(9-8,7-5)
next Monday."
Doubles:
The Tigers and Lady Tigers
Yoopensuk/Chakradhar lost to
both went 0-2 over Monday and
Tuesday with narrow losses to Null/J. Puckett(9-8,7-2)
Leon/Vance
defeated
both Graves County and
Mayfield - but the end result Champion/Arnett(9-8,8-6)
Tish/D'Elia
defeated
K.
remains to be marked improvement by the end of the year, as Morris/Tate Puckett(8-4)
Lady Tigers vs. Mayfield
well as a super send-off to a part
(lost 5-4)
of doubles teams pushing for a
Singles:
trip to state.
Kennedy Jones defeated Ashley
Tuesday,Tigers vs. Mayfield
Bowland (8-2)
(lost 5-4)
Beth Graham defeated Linsey
Singles:
Suphat Yoopensuk lost to R. Wright(8-1)
Emily Kinsey defeated Lany
Null (8-3)
Gustavo Leon defeated J. Coplen (8-2)
Livi Rodgers lost to Kayla
Puckett(8-5)
Prashant Chalcradhar defeated Terrell(8-2)
Tyler Champion by default
Michaela Orr lost to Erica
Dylan Vance lost to M. Day (8- Zetter (8-2)
2)
Elizabeth Hilbrecht lost to

Harris Hale (8-4)
Doubles:
Jones/Kinsey
defeated
Bowland/Wright (8-3)
Graham/Rodgers
lost
to
Terrell/Coplen (8-5)
Orr/Taylor
lost
to
Zetter/Henderson (8-2)
Monday,Tigers vs. Graves
County (lost 7-2)
Singles:
S. Yoopensuk lost to B. Mathis
(8-2)
G. Leon defeated L. Shelby (8D. Vance lost to Xavier
Brickeen (8-4)
S. Morgan lost to D. Balisteri
(8-5)
M. D'Elia lost to Isaac Carrico
(8-4)
S. Lewis lost to Daniel Hackel
(8-5)
Doubles:
Leon/Vance
lost
to

Mathis/Brickeen (8-4)
Yoopensuk/D'Elia lost to
Shelby/Balisteri (9-8, 7-1)
Morgan/Lewis def. Hackel/
Govea (8-3)
Lady Tigers vs. Graves
County
(lost 5-2)
Singles:
K. Jones lost to E. Whitnell (84)
E. Kinsey lost to C. McKee (80)
B. Graham def. L. Schultz(8-0)
L. Rodgers lost to E. Mitchell
(8-2)
M. Orr Lost to M. Wiggins (82)
Doubles:
Kinsey/Graham def. McKee/
Roberts (8-2)
Rodgers/Orr
lost
to
Williams/Lamb (8-5)

championship on April 2.
Still, it's all about taking one
game at a time, said sophomore
point guard Cameron Payne, and
he plans on having fun doing it.
"We love to play ball," Payne
said. "It's going to be fun to me.
We're ready to go play another
game."
Probable Starters
Murray State:
Cameron Payne • Guard • 20.1
PP8/5.9 apg
TJ.Sapp• Guard • 12.4 ppg/2.7
apg
Jeffrey Moss•Guard• 11 ppg/4
rP8

Jarvis Williams • Forward •
15.2 ppg,8.5 rpg
Jonathan Fairell•Forward •5.5
ppg,6.9 rpg
Old Dominion:
Aaron Bacote • Guard • 10.2
ppg/3.2 rpg
Jordan Baker • Guard • 3.8
ppg/2.1 apg
Trey Freeman • Guard • 16.8
ppg/3.5 apg
Jonathan Arledge • Forward •
8.8 ppg/4.9 rpg
Denzell Taylor • Forward • i.1
ppg/6.1 rpg

Staff Report

Lofton Pigg on the mound for
the evening.
On the road Tuesday night for
Wade Carter went 3-for-3,
their second consecutive game,
while
Ty Stom, Jonah Brannon
Calloway County (0-2) fell to
and
Bryce
Orr all picked up hits.
Christian County 13-3 in five
But the Lakers could never
innings.
The Colonels collected 13 hits capitalize - while Dixon Craft
against the Lakers, who had and Ricky McGraw both had
both Austin Anderson and three RBI for the Colonels.

•MHS Tennis...

4)

2111111Sponsored by
iC°
l

Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky

stuart.alexancler

coils

(270)753-4703

HOME• AUTO • LIFE
Miami at Boston 7 30 p.m
Houston at New Orleans, 8 p.m.
Cleveland at Memphis, 8 p.m.
L A Lakers at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Philadelphia at Denver, 9 p.m.
Portland at Utah. 9 p m.
Oklahoma City at San Antonio. 930
p.m
Sacramento at Phoenix, 10 pm.

NBA Glance
Monday's Games
Houston 110, Indiana 100
Boston 110, Brooklyn 91
Memphis 103, New York 82
Chicago 98, Charlotte 86
Minnesota 106, Utah 104, OT
Golden State 107, Washington 76
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 108, Toronto 104
Oklahoma City 127, LA. Lakers 117
Dallas 101, San Antonio 94
Milwaukee 89. Miami 88
Sacramento 107. Philadelphia 106
Golden State 122, Portland 108
Wedneeday's Games
Indiana at Washington. 7 p.m.
Chicago at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Orlando. 7 p.m.
Brooklyn at Charlotte, 7 p.m.
L A Clippers at New York, 7 p.m.

Thursday's Gamss
Indiana at Milwaukee, 8 p m

•MHS Softball...
From Page 9A
gaps quickly.
"They played us hard, and
nothing dirty,- Tucker said after
the loss. "We were not sharp. I
know we haven't been outside,
but to have played as sharp as
we did this past weekend at
Marshall County and (Monday)
at
Ballard
Memorial...we
haven't made a whole lot of mistakes in the first five games.
"Now, all of a sudden, we
were sloppy. They're good, but
you
can't
give
them
anything...and we gave them.
We let them jump on us pretty
good."
Leadoff Jessie Lamb reached
first on an error in the game's
opening at-bat, and the Lady
Patriots capitalized on two outs
with an RBI double from
Gracyn McBride and RBI single
from Ellie Weber for an early 30 advantage.
Murray's real trouble stemmed
in the top of the third, when
Jordyn Smith opened the frame
with a solo shot to right field off
of Lady Tiger Bayleigh Blane
for a 4-0 Lady Patriot lead.
Massac County would bat
around in the inning - taking
advantage of an infield throwing
error, a passed ball and three
walks from Blane to extend the
inning.
Smith would close the rally
with a bases-clearing double to
deep left field for three more
RBI and an emphatic 11-0 lead.
"I just told the team to keep
battling and don't quit," Tucker
added."This team will never be
a quitter. We keep fighting, we
don't dwell on what we've done
wrong - we try to do something
good.

"When you're down to a good
team,it's tough...I just told them
to keep fighting."
The Lady Patriots(1-0) picked
up two more runs in the top of
the fourth for a 13-0 lead - both
from fielding errors that led to
baserunners.
But Murray' was able to avoid
the shutout - Sarah Fitzer hit a
deep double to right field in the
bottom of the fifth and advanced
on a slap to shallow infield from
Slane for runners at the corners.
Pinch-hitter Paighton Welsh inserted for an injured Rachel
Todd - hit through the shortstopthird base gap for an RBI before
Elizabeth Grogan's fly-out to
deep center sealed the contest.
After six games in four days,
Murray is battling some fatigue
and injuries at the start of this
season. Todd is toughing it out
through an ankle sprain and
even fouled off of it late in the
contest, while starting pitcher
Savannah Grogan is tackling an
undisclosed issue with her right
shoulder.
Even Blane is dealing with
pain - trying to fend off a leftwrist problem in the early gorounds of the year.
"I knew coming in it was
going to be tough," Blane admitted after the game. "I knew that
I would have defense behind
me,but I knew they could hit the
ball."
Caitlin Mollette would go 2for-4 with two singles, but never
could get pushed around for a
run.
The Lady Tigers play at
Christian County Thursday
afternoon before heading to a
weekend tournament at Warren

•Racers...
centage (15th).
From Page 9A
The appearance in the quarterfihas helped win eight of the last
nine games, and 81 points by nals matches the deepest run by
UAB was the most scored by an Murray State in NIT history. In
their first appearance in 1980,the
opponent all season.
Racers lost 65-63 to Illinois in the
The offense, on the other hand,
quarterfinal round under head
lags behind the production of
coach Ron Greene.
Murray State. Old Dominion
If Murray State wins tonight,
averages only 65.4 points the Racers
will make the trip to
(224th), 35.8 rebounds (95th), New York City to play at
13.3 assists (108th) and a .436 Madison Square Garden,home of
field goal percentage (168th).
the semifinal and final games of
Murray State, meanwhile,aver- the tournament. The Racers
ages 79.1 points (11th), 36.8 would play Stanford in the semirebounds (57th), 15.4 assists final Tuesday, and should they
(25th) and .484 field goal per- win that game, would play in the

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

000 Monthly
Interest for 48
Months' 1

TimeCutter ss

Starting at
2499
•
cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

MURRAY HOME & AUTO,INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

• Otter applies only to single- receipt qualifying purchases offer void on Tore Time(utters, MANI and ICE Equipment A promo tee nell
be cltai'ud and innudad n ow promo purchase balance equal to lee tor purchases ol 1,000 Of more. No monthly interest MP be
,
or, promo punches. batence (Including related promo lap)and 'reed monthly ppyrreets am required equal to 1)2,0133314, 2)
pfchase amount until promo is paid in tuff The fired monthly
2 HI 0%,or 3) 5.5336.16 ot imbal promo
wIll be rounded to the
than the minimum prement that would be requeed of the.purr
neat highest whole dollar and may be
ores a non•prontotione
non-promotlonal purchases for new accounts. Purchase APIII is 21.99%, Me...num Monthly
purchase Ileguler account terms apply
witerest Charge is '2 Existing cardhoMns should see their cretin card agreement for their appecabre terms Subrect to treat Approval.

Midwest Promotions, LLC Presents...

GUN & KNIFE SHOW IN MURRAY!
March 28,2015•9am-5pm
March 29, 2015•9am-4pm
National Guard Armory
1501 State Road 121 N
Admission: $6(kids 12 and under FREE)
Space available:8 ft. space $48(table furnished)
www.midwestprogunshow.com
Office:270 521 6959 (ell(Robert): 270 724 1684
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Ceremonial purposes
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Director of Perioperative
Services Jill Asher uses a pair of ceremonial scissors to trim a
piece of ribbon for CEO Jerry Penner Saturday during the
open-house celebration for the hospital's hybrid operating
room. Several pieces of the red ribbon were kept by various
officials to commemorate the hospital's latest offering to the
community, a facility that allows for procedures previously
available only at larger places in communities far from Murray.
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MCCH announces observation
of National Doctors Day Monday
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital invites the community to join
in celebrating National Doctors' Day on Monday. March 30. MCCH
recognizes more than 60 local physicians representing 28 medical
specialties ranging from primary care to surgery. With a wide range
of expertise, background and education, these hard-working physicians provide daily health care to the region.
National Doctors' Day is held every year on March 30 in the
United States. It is a day to celebrate the contribution of physicians
who serve our country by caring for its' citizens. The first Doctors'
Day observance was March 30, 1933 in Winder, Georgia. Eudora
Brown Almond,wife of Dr. Charles B. Almond,decided to set aside
a day to honor physicians. This first observance included the mailing
greeting cards and placing flowers on graves of deceased doctors.
On March 30, 1958,a Resolution commemorating Doctors Day was
adopted by the United States House of Representatives. In 1990,
legislation was introduced in the House and Senate to establish a
national Doctors' Day. Following overwhelming approval by the
United States Senate and the House of Representatives, on October
30, 1990, President George Bush signed S.J. RES. #366 (which
became Public Law 101-473) designating March 30 as "National
Doctors' Day."
For more information on physicians in the area, call 1-800-3426224 or visit www.MurrayHospital.org/FindADoctor.aspx.

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

East Calloway
Elementary School
110 Po!tcrtor:n
27D-752-7325

Lourdes sets new record
for Dancing with Stars
Special to the Ledger
Lourdes' Relay For Life team broke another fundraising record
Saturday night by raising more than $261.000 at the 9th annual
Lourdes Dancing with Our Stars event at the Julian Carroll
Convention Center in downtown Paducah. Money is raised through
sponsorships, a silent auction that featured cell phone technology to
place bids, ticket sales and the lively "voting" for dancers.
Top honors went to Dr. James Hunt for raising $40,000 for the
American Cancer Society. The winner is awarded based upon the
amount of money raised, as well as the retail value of the silent auction items. Hunt's dance partner was Angie Woods. Second place
honors went to Dr. Blair Tolar with dance partner Joanie Plumer and
Dee Dee Whittaker and her partner Cash White took third. Audience
favorites went to Ben Brazzell and dance partner Karen Brown,second place went to Dr. Blair Tolar with dance partner Joanie Plumer
and Trish Jordan with partner, Jack Johnson took third.
The night also is a chance to honor cancer survivors. Karen
Hammond,a two-time cancer survivor, was the honored superstar at
the event.
Tom Dolan. community manager with the American Cancer
Society's Paducah chapter, says he can't stop smiling about the
event's success."We had about 200 people the first year and raised
about $16,000," Dolan said."This year we had over 900 people and
raised more than $261,000. It just amazes me that this community
keeps stepping up the way it does. So many people are touched by
cancer that it really does hit hard and rings true for so many people."
Leading the state of Kentucky in 2014, Lourdes Relay For Life
team was awarded the #1 Team in Kentucky, the #2 in the MidSouth Division and the #3 Team in the World. Relay For Life is the
American Cancer Society's signature activity.
The event pairs local "celebrities" with local dance instructors.
This year's celebrities were James Banks, Ben Brazzell, Dr. Blair
Tolar, Dr. James Hunt, Tony Bohannon, Robert Bradfield, Bonnie
Mayolo, Trish Jordan, Susan Copass, DeeDee Whittaker, Heather
Overby, Rachael Jaenichen, Emma Babenco, Robyn Turner.
The dance partners included: Terrie White, Missy Compton,
Angie Woods, Mary Jordan, Joanie Plumer, Karen Brown, Jack
Johnson, Jay Brasher, Jeremiah Linson, Cash White, Todd Jordan,
Cletus Murphy and Ashley Thurman.

Join Us
ed
Red Cross

Calloway County Schools
Welcome Class of 2028

North Calloway
Elementary School

Thursday, March 26,2015
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria

292E I-,

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2015-2016 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program

273 "/

Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1, 2015 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.

3426

-''
'

27 7
•1411

Parents should bring the following items:
• A copy of the state issued birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A copy of the student's Social Security card
• A Kentucky Preventative Health Care Examination form
(Physicals dated prior to August 6,2014 cannot be accepted)

CALLO WAY
COUNTY
SCHOOLS
WWW.CALLOWAY.KYSCHOOLS.US

• A Kentucky Eye Examination Form completed by an
optometrist or ophthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1, 2016.
• A Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist, dental hygienist, physician, registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner, or physician assistant
will be required by Jan. 1, 2016.

2B •
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Call

ADJUSTMENTS

Nicki Peach

Advertisers are requested to check

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
for all your
classified needs

"ANTIQUES
& soda sign*
military. Call
270-753-363

the first insertion of their ads for

$850 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion. Any error should
be reported immediately so corrections can be made

1 N.. I

\I"-.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

CASH F01
USED FIEI
TORS,
HEATERS,
DITIONERS
PETING, ET
270-753-410

DEADLINES
&dr/
Sul Saver
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fit1LL
Fn.1 La.
IlmSta
Vort12p.s.
Tut 1 pa
Viet 12 p,m.
TWA 12 FuL

Wanted Rich(
Mowers that
270-436-5

For
35ft
5th
Montana
2013 Fully
slides, hyd
leveling
Call 270-97

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifiedemurrayledger.com or stop by
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753060

060
Heil)\Vented

Papa Smurf
Storage

Help Wanted

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobiaetwort.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

1st Month I rev!

(14 East
li7s 1-100 ;
,
012.2

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibiV
ity whatsoever for their
activities.

It
Lost and Found
Lost 3 Beagles. 2
female and 1 male.
wearing orange and
green collars. East of
Almo. 270-753-4099.

EXPERIENCED brick
layers (offering steady
work)
needed
in
Paducah. Call
270-217-3530
EXPERIENCED
Roofers & Carpenter
"Cutman"
Michael
Ross
Construction
270-804-3161

INDEPENDENTLY
licensed outpatient
mental health
counselor
wanted
060
for hire at Bridges
Help Wonted
Family Center. Fax
resume to 270FITTS Block &
.-.J6, -5$O7 or email
Ready Mix
kcoffelt@bridgesLocal Truck Driver familycenter.corn
Wanted.... Must have
CDL, up to date med- SEASONAL Dock
ical card. Apply in per- Help Wanted Kenlake
son: 98 E Main Street
Manna Call
Murray, KY 42071
270-474-2245

nrv rift.

r

MEDICAL CENTER

LAB TECH/PHLEBOMIST
Immediate opening for busy physician's office
laboratory seeking a Lab Tech/phlebotomist.
Degree Preference: MT (ASCP). Good
phlebotomy skills a must. Must be pleasant, self
motivated and capable of multi-tasking.
Applicants may apply online at
pnmarycareeverywhere.com/careers or in
person at 1000 S 12th Street, Murray.
Temporary Farm Worker Needed. Robert B.
Hayden - Mayfield, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco, Straw/Hay & Row Crop Production;
Including seeding, planting. cultivating, irrigating,
spraying, harvesting, & packaging; other alternative work. Employment Dates: 05/23/2015 12/15/2015. $10.28/hr. Piece rates may be
offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided
to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met.
Random drug testing may be done after hire at
employer's expense. Contact the State Workforce
Agency at 502-564-7456 and reference job order
number KY0576268.
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Electric lift
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Chocolate
New: used
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Help Wanted

BUSINESS 81 SERVICE DIRECT01111

DISCLAIMER

•New Climate Cont.
Available
.24 7 Surveillanc.
*Pest Control

a
I

060
Hop lantod

ti

09
NOW HIRING
STAFF FOR NEW 20 BED

Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

40

KEY RECYCLING
STATE ROUTE 121 SOUIll
270-759-9694

VIP
,
'
1

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

ALZHEIMERS/DEMENTIA CARE UNIT

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

LICENSED PERSONAL CARE

Thank you for your ousiness!

Dr. Kevin Adams

308 S. 12th
Murray
•Eyeg/asses
*Contacts
759-2500
•E"y190 e D/58.9S8
murrayeyecare.com

LAI
SELEI
USED AP
WARD

Sassy Girl's
Antiques & Collectibles

(210)1

4917 State Route 121 North
Murray, KY
sassygirls757@gmaitcom

160

HIRING ALL SHIFTS
FULL & PART TIME POSITIONS

Call NICK!PEACH

WITH BENEFITS

at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

PILLOW
sets. New
Queen $1
Full $185.
King $385.
270-293-4
Can Deli

LPNs
NURSE PRACTIONER
CERTIFIED MEDICATION AIDS (CMAS)

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

1:1114.0"mod

RESIDENT AIDS

All

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR
HOUSEKEEPERS, COOKS

J.,

APPLY IN PERSON AT HICKORY WOODS

P171111101EFF.41“A4411117NEM•41-.1151
CCIONIFIAJVNe

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY.
84 UTTERBACK ROAD, MURRAY KY 42071

270-759-8700

SEEKING FULL-TIME NURSE PRACTITIONER
The Orthopaedic Institute provides care for every subspecialty area of
orthopaedics including; total joint reconstruction, shoulder & knee, hand &
wrist, sports medicine/arthroscopy, back & neck, foot & ankle and general
orthopaedics. At the Orthopaedic Institute, the physician support and ancillary staff are dedicated professionals who work together to provide exceptional care and return patients to their normal activities as soon as medically
possible.
Along with our specialty clinics, we have added a Pain Management Center
The OIWK Pain Management Center offers individualized care on an outpatient basis to those suffering from transient or chronic pain.
The Orthopaedic Institute of Western Kentucky Pain Management Center is
seeking to recruit a full-time Nurse Practitioner to help us expand our goal
of excellent patient care.
Qualified applicants must be certified, preferably with some musculoskeletal
patient care experience. Position responsibilities include: assisting the
physician with patient encounters and procedures.
Great benefits package available, featuring generous bonus structure, CME
allowances, medical insurance and highly competitive salaries, vacation and
401K.
Please send resume with references to: cwalker@orthopaedicinstitute.com
Or Mail To:
The Orthopaedic Institute of Western Kentucky
4787 Alben Barkley Dr.
Paducah, KY 42001
Superintendent of Schools Vacancy
Calloway County Schools
The Calloway County Board of Education (current ADM of 3,300 students, PS-12) is seeking
an individual to serve as Superintendent of
Schools with the necessary skills and commitment to continue the district's successful movement, through its vision and mission, toward
achieving its academic and non-academic goals.
The candidate must demonstrate exemplary
instructional, management, communication and
organizational skills and be a team builder who
will be actively involved in the community while
maintaining a strong presence in the district by
being visible, available, and approachable.
Calloway County Schools consists of a preschool, three elementary schools, one middle
school, one high school, and an alternative
instructional facility. Candidates must hold or be
eligible for a Kentucky certification for School
Superintendent. Salary and benefits will be
regionally competitive and negotiable with the
contract to begin July 1, 2015. All applicants
must submit 8 copies of a cover letter, resume,
application, copy of certificate(s) and transcripts
as well as letters and recommendations/references to: Superintendent Search Committee,
Calloway County Board of Education, P 0. Box
800, Murray, Kentucky 42071. For additional
information, please visit
www.calloway.kyschools.us. All applications must
be received by April 15, 2015. Calloway County
Schools is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
HELP Wanted Pt/Ft
Murray Sewing Center
knowledge of sewing.
942-A S. 12th Street
Murray. KY
270-759-8400
SUSHI COOK,
GRLL COOK AND
DISHWASHERS
Apply in person
between 2-4prn at
Jasmines

IMMEDIATE opening
for
PT/FT
Housekeeper to clean
waterfront
resort
Weekends required
270-436-2345
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00P6I.
No phone calls.

MAINTENANCE
Technician - Full Time
for 87 Units in Two
Apartment Complexes
located in Murray and
Mayfield KY. Having
own tools a plus. Salary
based on experience. Fax
resume to:
731-554-2322.
NOW
Accepting
Applications for experienced full time teachers at Lily Pad Learning
Center. Please apply in
person. at 701 S 4th St
OPENING soon
TAP
,
Bar
216
Restaurant. All positions available. Apply at
edmistonmarketing.co

ROTECH Healthcare
in Murray, KY is seeking full time Patient
Care Coordinators to
join our Sleep Central
teams. We are looking
for candidates with
good customer service,
computer, and phone
skills. Applications can
be picked up at our
officeMonday-Friday at
104
Max
Hurt
Drive, Murray, KY from
8:00am-5:00pm
or
resumes
can
be
emailed
to kellyregan0rotech
corn EOE/MF/Protecte
d Veterans/Disabled.

.4
• 0-7.,

Federal Materials Co.
is accepting applications for
concrete mixer truck operators.
Experience not necessary.
Safe driving record, good work
history and flexible schedule is
required. Apply in person at
Paducah, Murray, Mayfield,
or Cadiz. FMC is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-03-15 TO 12-01-15 K Y0574376
RANDY OVERCAST, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order,
at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH
3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT
NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED
IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION
ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-05-15 TO 12-20-15 K Y0573220
M & E FARMS,LLC, MURRAY,KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
slate, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever Is higher Is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order,
at time work Is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH
3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT
NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

THE Murray Country
Club is seeking applicants for the position of
Manager. Please email
gmorresume
to
ha 10murraystate.edu

To be
is

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-01-15 TO 12-20-15 K Y0572625
JONESXEY, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate(AEWR) whichever Is higher Is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order,
at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH
3 MONTI-IS EXPERIENCE
QUIRED
••
$$10.2811R3/4
.3/4 CON
URS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT
NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORK SITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

OR 2
downto
Lease
required
270-7

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-01-15 TO 12-01-15 K Y0573388
CSW & CW,LLC, MURRAY,KY
2 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourty wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state mM. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher Is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this order,
at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WMI 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP.
AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKS1TE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED
IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION
ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE). CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05-04-15 TO 12-10-15 K Y0574850
A&O TOBACCO FARMS, HAZEL, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever Is higher Is guaranteed
as a minimum tor all work contained in this order,
at time work Is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH
3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
$10.28 HR.3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP
AT NO CHARGE_ HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORK SITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
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08 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

ctible

(270)753-1713

121 North
urray, KY
gmail.coM
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

ER
72625

rate for the
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In this order,
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ONLY $175.00
PER MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(8)1534815.
160
Homo Furnishings

HARVESTING
ROPS,WITH
REOURED.
T HOURS
AND EQUIP.
'ROVIDED FOR
IG AT NO COST.
SISTENCE PAY,
COMPLETED.
4KSITE. MUST
1RDS LISTED IN
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SWA OFFICE
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'VESTMENT AT
DER NUMBERS
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Real Estate
Murray Ledger ir Times Fai
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subtect to the Federal Far
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discriminatory based on race, coloi. religion. sex, handicap, fanultal status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, /mutations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discnnunation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept arty
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal oppurturuN basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requiremesh, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Warn,(703)1,48-1000

2/YR
old
house
Southwest
School
Distnct
2980 Heated Sq ft 4
bedroom 2 5 bath 8
Acres.
270-853-1999
Country Home
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath,
144 Lee Burd Rd,
Benton KY needs a little work, on 1 Acre lot
17,000 or best offer.
270-226-5451

Awesome
4 Rontalliousos
For Safe
wm Sell IndIvIduetly or
all together.
270-227-4514
2704594038
480
Auto Pens

440
Lots For Sale
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

2001 Oldsmobile
Intrigue.
Fully loaded,
140xxx miles
drove daily.
$3500.00 OBO
Call or text
270-320-4945

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales
270-753-4461

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
.A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
‘LicAns. 270-753-Tree
(8733)
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

FOR SALE

Rental Property

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Thu ansitaxtu

eque:

C:
r app.:rerun prrvkler

NEW apartment in
Hazel $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1. 2& 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO 0 711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Reel Estate
270-753-9898

FOR SALE

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Confer of 121 S. 84 Glendale.

\

4 B.R., 2,2Baths,
Large Kitchen & Utility Room.
270-753-5335•270-559-6338.270-227-4814

Rental Property

rirl
"
11

FOR SALE
WNW"

COMPLETE CARE
PROPERTIES, LLC
MOWING SERVICE
LEAF & BRUSH
CLEAN UP
TRACTOR WORK
270-978-4135
kentwisehart gmail.com

Obedience
giendhenmere corn
(270)438-2858.
190
Livestock i Supplies
ay for sale
270-753-1287

Ddioday loyal•
•

P4*

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding
•Firewood
-Insured

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, Tue, Thurs, Fri
8-4
Saturday, 8-12
Wednesday-Closed

(270)489-2839

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE.
t II
Unill
Size

III

24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
•Now tfave 00 Climate Control Units

•••

McCUISTON
270-293-1924
Free Estimates

David's Home
Improvement

tic

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

lledete
MISFIT
COISTINCTION
•Additions
.Remodeling
•Complete Masonry
(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

1\11 ,
,
11 \ \(.1

\II \ I

ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357

GARLAND
RENTAL%
if you've got it, We can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electtic)ty, and 2417 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Rooting Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Hill Appliance

Gallimore Electrical Contractors. LLC

Repair

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

(270)226-0194
Service on all

Ron Frame
1270) 227-3140
1270) 474-0323

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
•

Lawncare &
Powerwashing
Services available
Licensed & Insured
References Upon Request HAPPY BIRTHDAY
270-293-3088
March 26, 2015:

major brands
Licensed & Insured

Lawn Care Service
mosving
Itrbtuning
Nelgin9
mulching
FREE Estimates
References available
Cohen Rogers Call or
270-227-7002 text after
270-293-2514
3Prn

Horoscope

dus1rtaIJCommercl/Iu$ssflaI
DIMOG C. Gallants
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270)759-0890
Services Offered

•Nandyman Services
•Yard Wont
•Gutters Cleaned
*Some Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

560
Free Column
FREE to good home
12wk old male German
Shepherd
mix.
Wormed, flea and
heartworm treated
270-293-7030 8am2pM

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

Thursday,

and reflect on your choices. Speak to a friend
whose judgment you trust, and air your concorns.

This year you are like a ball of energy. At
times
you might seem a bit out of control, VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
PRESCOTT but you'll
remain determined to accomplish **** You might feel as if you have to
ROOFING
respond to nearly everyone right now.
what you want. If you are single, many peo- Prioritize
in order to stay on top of what you
ple express interest in you. Take the time to must be. Meet
Over 28 Years
a friend or business associate
evaluate who would be best for you. If you for an early dinner.
Experience
are attached, your sweetie probably has seen LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Zach 270-873-7700 you through periods like this. Nevertheless, **** You see
situations from a broader
David 270-227-1106
make a concerted effort to spend quality perspective than your contemporaries do.
EILSbnacts_Nrcilisiffi one-on-one time together. CANCER tends You might not choose to share what you see
at present. You have some research to do,
to drag you down.

and you'll need to check out some facts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
-4.
Brown dyed.' Doubie-ground
**** Relate to others individually in order
tst
ai:P)11%.
,
Convenient In town
to get the results you seek. A discussion
So-so; 1-Difficult
location
could drop some juicy pieces of gossip on
Hours Tue-Fn 8-4 Sat 8-12
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
you, which you might want to keep to your407 S. 9th St.• Murray
**** Anger and frustration could be close self. Use good sense with your financet.
Maley 512i S.461 St
to the surface. Why not take a walk to calm SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Landscapes
3 B.R., 2 Baths, Office & Dining Room,
down? You could be very effective when ***** Others will express interest in what
Large Utility Room, 14x16' Deck.
dealing with others, as you'll excel in your you are doing. Still, you might feel a disconcommunication.
nect that makes you rather uptight. How you
270-753-5335•270-559-6338• 270-227-4814
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
deal with this uneasiness is up to you. An
,
*** You might want to give some more open discussion could help more than
you
thought to how you want to present yourself realize.
203 N. 6th St. Murray KY
270-759-1799
in public. Sometimes it's important to evalu- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Your Hometown source
ate your presentation and see whether it *** All work and no play might not work for
for Quality Tempco
reflects your inner self. Be more authentic, you right now. You recently have realized
Replace nt Windows
the
and others will respond well to this change.
importance of having a well-balanced life.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
You could feel pushed by someone
who
K&B Lawn Mowing **** Your energy seems
endless to many demands to have things his or her way.
Mulching.
Service.
people, especially if they try to keep up with Laugh, and let this go for now.
Brian. Free estimates
you. You simply are motivated and social. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
436-5430 293-2849
You'll have to maintain a healthy lifestyle in ***** You seem to be in the
position of
order to accomplish what you want.
being everyone's adviser, Yes, you
are
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
resourceful, and will be all day, but
being so
**** You'll pick up and feel more engaged needed might hinder your desire for freedom.
in the afternoon. As of late, you have been
Today you can juggle everything,
*Horne improvements
but you
'Bain 6 Kitchen
dragging and handling more than your fair won't be able to sustain this
Pace every day.
share
tension.
of
*
Pl
*
SC
i
rE
mental
*
Your
outlook
SH
(
o
F
eb
petu
. 14-Marchav20e
could
Drywall. Painting,
516 S.8th St.•
Plumbing, Roofing. Dicke suddenly change and help you to see the
)decided to slow
possibilities. Be open to feedback, too.
your pace, even if you initially
'
believed it was
re-muted *Sr. Discount
3 B.R., 2 Baths,Open Concept,
LEO
impossible.
(July
-Aug.
23
22)
Everyone needs some
ernes Es/Snow
time
Privacy Fence, Corner Lot, 2 Drive-ways.
etiernber CIA'gles List **** You'll move through a meeting like away from work and demanding people.
Why
lightning; however, sometime later in the would you be any different?
270-436-5959
Relax and do
270-753-5335•270-559-6338•270-227-4814
afternoon, you might decide to slow down only what you must.

e

Rental Property

FOR SALE

Sq
1600
Commercial Property
1625 State Rt 121N
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac

5 87 6 314 271 9
4 2 6 8 119 7_3 5
,3 1 9 7 2 i 5 4 6 8
27 5 486 39 1
9,8 1 3.7 2 8,5 4
8 3 4 95 1 62 7
1 5 3 2 4'8 9 7 6
7 9 8 5 6 3 1 42
642 1 97 583

3/23

icensed it Insured

MULCH FOR SALE

FOR sale or rent.
3 Bed 2 bath brick,
sunroom, basement on
7Gac all under fence wi
barn. 270-978-0270

79 5

Fit
I'

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
508 VVhitnell St.• Murray

Answer to previous puzzle

6
2 36 4

ROOFING

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

10X1O'S & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524

FOR sale or rent 1mi
East large brick, full
basement on 4ac.
Barn, city water and
gas. 270-978-0270

1
2
6
9
1

3

CLEAN CUT
L.\%\\\NI
1.1 \I RI

Storage Rentals

For Sue Or Lease

7

Rental Property

1615 Lock Lomond • Murray
3 B.R., 1 112 Baths,
Fenced in Yard, Patio in Back.
270-753-5335.270-559-6338.270-227-4814

IBA from $345
28R from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dniguld Drive
TDO 1.1101-546-11333 ext 263

75

Difficu ty Level ***

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

270-293-4020

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

8 1'
6
8,
1
4
3
4

312 Willtstaff Ave.

Frey ostimati-.
Ki..‘ in at

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

By Dave Green

Hill Electric

I \\

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-753-4109
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Noce Remodel, 1 Year
lease,
NO
pets,
5650rent
$650dep
270-293-6.430
2BR 1.5 BA Duplex
C/H/A, all appliances
furnished. No lease
required. No pets.
$595/mo.
270-753-3949
2BR,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
5650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225
28R, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info.
270-753-9898

Concept $ Sudo4Co

199 Dyne Trak Crappie
Boat 90HP Johnson
Motor. $5500
270-293-6456
270-293-6457

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Sudoku *s number-pescrig puzzle based cr a 829 gnd sin
severe wen numbers The object a to dace the numbers 1 to
9 in the envy 'quays so the each row each column and each
Don colons tie same nurrtm or or The daticuity ievei
ca the Concepts Su:Jaw ncreases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

820
Botta Ili:dors

753-9562

Call 753-5606

All cabinets white, adjustable shelves.
To be removed by buyer. Counter top
is light-grey speckled Cohan.
Sink is double built-in Conan
Backsplash black-white-grey.
Also have Sub-Zero
Refrigerator/Freezer with cabinet
panels. Call 270 293 9240

attploye
,

lece rate for the
rgalning rate or
e Effect Wage
aria guaranteed
ad in this order,

223 320 325 326 416
417 429 435 426 E23
E42 630.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverflold Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Used Con

I

hi IOLA
Pith&
llorLgut
Nal.12p.a.
Tue.lpee.
Wed.12p.a
Tly.12p.a

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
PREMIER Storage will
offer for public sale the
following abandoned
storage units on
March 28th at 8:00 AM
Behind Tractor's
Supply. 644 N. 12th St.
Murray. 753-9600.

Homes For Sete

7

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
CASH FOR GOOD /properties
USED REFRIGERA- 2BR 1BA all appliances
TORS,
STOVES, furnished, hardwood
HEATERS, AIR CON- floors, yard is owner
DITIONERS,
CAR- maintained. $500/Mo.
270-753-8281 or
PETING, ETC
270-293-1033
270-753-4109
211 S 11th St.
Wanted Riding
Mowers that need work 3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
270-436-5262
References required.
$900/month Coleman
kerne
RE 270-753-9898
For Safe
Selling your
35tt
5th
Wheel
motorcycle or ATV?
Montana
Call us, we'll be
2013 Fully loaded. 3
glad to help.
slides, hydraulic auto
leveling
Murray Ledger Sc
Call 270-978-3519
Times
Electric lift recliner (lifts Nice &
spacious house.
to standing position)
3-4br, 2 ha, C/H/A, pets
Chocolate brown vinyl. extra, $800/mo
+
New: used 3 months.
deposit. 1632 Miller.
Ong $1005, asking 270-227-3250
$750. Call 270-4385581 Leave a message Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carif no answer.
port.
No
pets.
References required
Mesmer
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
CONSISTENCY
WARD ELKINS
AD.
135 E South 12th St
"ANTIOUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
270-753-3833

Pudic Sole

Cr) I "

310
Haase Nx Rent

•

Murray

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-

Murray Ledger & Times
4B • Wednesday, March 25,2015

Looking Back
Tat years ago
Newly hired Murray High football coach Lee Edwards is pictured
shaking hands with Eleanor Mills,
assistant supenntendent, during a
reception for Edwards.
Calloway County High School
football coach Josh McKeel is
shown reading at Southwest
Elementary School during Family
Reading Night.
Jessica Jones, of Murray. a senior
dietetics major at Murray State
University, is currently participating
in the semester-long Australearn
study abroad program at the
University of Otago in Dunedin,
New Zealand. She is a 1996 graduate of Murray High School and the
daughter of Rick Jones of Murray
and Vicki Holloway of Paducah.
The Murray Rotary Club welcomed four new members at a
recent meeting. They are Eddie
Jones, John O'Brian, Dave
Renquist, and Nelson Shroat.
Twenty years ago
On Feb. 25, approximately 200
area volunteers provided their stamina in Dance for Heart, raising over
$4.600 to benefit the American
Heart Association's programs of
research and education against heart
disease and stroke. Those participating included students from
Calloway County High School in
the classes of Stephanie Wyatt and
Melissa Green. The top individual
collectors from CCHS were Brad
Blackford,
Wilson, Elizabeth
Michelle Crouse, Joye Martin,
Laurie Jo Parker and Jeremy
Hendon.
Pictured is Attorney Mark Medlin
as he talks with members of
Concerned Citizens of Calloway
County about the lawsuit filed on
their behalf against the fiscal court
and County Judge Executive J.D.
Williams to halt the construction of
a new county jail.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority members hung ribbons outside their
house as a memorial for member
Ginger Adams who passed way
from injuries sustained in the van
accident involving Murray State

University cheerleaders.
Thirty years ago
Jill Renee Childress and Shari L.
Crofton, both of Murray, are among
21 semi-finalists in the 1985 Miss
University
State
Murray
Scholarship Pageant. Childress is
the daughter of Edgar and Faye
Childress and Crafton is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Arvin Crofton.
Melvin Henley, president of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce announced the five
new directors. They are Joe Dick,
Harold Doran, James Garrison, Bob
Futrell and Tommy Sanders.
Hoyt Roberts is pictured slaving
over a hot grill as he endured his
23rd year of serving up pancakes
during the Murray Civitan Club's
annual Pancake Day at Trenholm's
restaurant.
Forty years ago
Work is nearing completion on
the First Baptist Church annex, the
old Swann Grocery Store building,
on South Fourth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Weatherford
will observe their 50th wedding
anniversary on March 29.
Martha Sue McKinney of Murray,
a senior at Murray High School, has
been selected as a Presidential
Scholar at Murray State University.
Fifty years ago
The 30 elderly housing units now
under construction are nearing completion according to L.D. Miller,
executive director of the Murray
Municipal Housing Commission.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Elkins.
Sixty years ago
PFC Heyward Roberts,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eukley Roberts, is one of
800 soldiers scheduled to take part
in a tactical armored task force
maneuver during the current atomic
tests at Camp Desert Rock,Nevada.
Elected as officers of the
Calloway County Association of
Childhood Education were Mrs.
Estelle Outland, Mrs. Lillie Farris.
Mrs. Goldie Waters and Mrs. Eula
Mae Doherty.

DEAR ABBY: My fiance,
"Jerry," has a daughter-in-law who
flashes both of us intimate parts
of her body. At a recent gathering, she went down to the floor
2 feet away from where Jerry
was sitting and gave us both a
full view up her dress. Abby, she
did it deliberately!
I thought
the time one
of her breasts
popped out of
blouse
her
a
was
"wardrobe
malfunction."
I no longer
feel that way.
Jerry
is a pushover.
doesn't
He
say anything;
By Abigail
he just runs
Van Buren
away from it.
I'm afraid things will only get
worse. She must be trying to run
me off. I can't think of any other
reason for her behavior.
We have decided to not go on
vacation with them this year
because of this. Jerry is doing
what he can for us to avoid being
around her, but he has his 1-yearold granddaughter he adores to consider. What do you think is going
on? -- COVERING MY EYES
IN TEXAS
DEAR COVERING: I think
the daughter-in-law either has no
sense of modesty or she's an exhibitionist who enjoys shocking people. Because it bothers you and
embarrasses your fiance, he should
tell his son and explain how it
makes the both of you feel. If
the son delivers the message to
his wife, it shouldn't cause a family rift.

what he might do to me. He
would often call me bad names
if I disagreed with what he wanted to do, and have angry outbursts during which he would throw
things.
I have looked up how to safely exit an abusive relationship,
but everything I find deals with
what to do if you are living with
the abuser. They don't teach us
in high school how to safely drop
an abuser; they just tell us to
drop him. How do you safely
break up with an abuser when
moving to the other side of the
country is impractical? -- RECOVERING IN THE USA
DEAR RECOVERING: Here
is what I recommend: If you have
mutual friends, tell them why you
ended the relationship with him.
In addition, stop going places
where you know he hangs out.
If he continues to call you,
tell him to stop and hang up.
Then screen your calls. If he emails,
delete his messages without looking at them. However, if he follows or continues to pursue you,
make a police report.

DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago, I broke up with a guy who
was emotionally and sexually abusive. We had been seeing each other
for eight months. We weren't living together, but I still was scared
to break up with him because of

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren. also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.

after a meal, you're also
DOCTOR K: Every shovel
your heart to pump extra
asking
am
I
that
worries
wife
winter my
your muscles.
to
blood
while
attack
going to have a heart
up. Stretch and limWarm
-shoveling snow. Does she have
with calisthenics before
up
her
concern?
for
cause
on your coat.
DEAR READER: She does. you put
a lightweight shovel.
Use
-Each winter, more than I 200 heartis heavy enough.
related deaths occur during or The snow
-- Shovel smartly. It's much
after snowstorms. Shoveling snow
to lift two or three light
safer
is risky for many reasons:
load. Yes,
-- Shovel- loads than one heavy
your shoveling
mean
may
that
similar
is
ing
will take a little longer. But that's
to weight liftto do is
ing. Resist- good: What you want
once exercise spread out the intensity.
-- Pace yourself. Divide a big
both
raises
nute segheart rate and job into several 20-mi
rest every
blood pres- ments and pause to
sure,stressing five minutes.
-- Set reasonable goals. Clean
the heart.
Cold only enough for safe passage.
-weather Don't try to impress your neighthe bors by clearing your entire front
affects
By
walkway. Just clear enough so
conTo
heart.
Dr. Anthony
folks, walking single file, can
that
serve body
Komaroff
heat in the get to your front door.
-- Listen to your body. Put
cold, blood vessels narrow. This
your shovel and head indoors
down
raises blood pressure and puts
if you experience chest pain, palstress on the heart.
shortness of breath
-- Untrained muscles make the pitations, undue
ness or naulightheaded
fatigue,
or
people
heart work harder. Most
be symptoms of
use their legs much more than sea. These could
Unfortunately, the
their arms. Using unprepared arm heart disease.
trouble while
heart
of
sign
first
hardmuscles makes the heart work
shoveling snow may be none of
Cr.
the heart
Shoveling is seasonal. Work- these symptoms. Instead,
stops.
just
ling out regularly greatly reduces
If you have heart disease, have
a person's overall risk of sudden
factors for heart disease or
risk
a
isn't
snow
shoveling
death. But
than 50, please take this
older
are
regular form of exercise.
to clear the
I have patients who insist on advice: Hire someone
least use a
at
or
you,
for
snow
,
themselves
snow
the
shoveling
blower.
snow
heed
If you fall into this category,
About 10 years ago, one of
my advice:
patients decided he was getmy
snows,
it
before
shape
-- Get in
too old to shovel snow and
ting
Fitness will protect your heart
it. While walkfrom the stresses of shoveling, hired someone to do
first snowy
the
on
bus
the
to
ing
corna
with
year-round
Exercise
d chest
bination of aerobics,stretching, cal- morning, he experience
arteries of
isthenics and low-resistance weight pain. One of the main
his heart was nearly completely
training,
slowly was
-- Don't shovel early in the blocked. Just walking
morning. That's when heart attacks enough to stress his heart.
(To send questions, go to
are most likely to occur.
Ask
-- Don't shovel after meals. Your AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Secheart is pumping extra blood to Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
your gut after you eat. If you ond Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From Hole's°

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March
25, the 84th day of 2015. There
are 281 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 25, 1965, the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr. led 25,000
people to the Alabama state capitol in Montgomery after a fiveday march from Selma to protest
the denial of voting rights to blacks.
Later that day, civil rights activist
Viola Liuzzo,a white Detroit homemaker, was shot and killed by Ku
Klux Klansmen as she drove a
black volunteer to the airport.

On this date:
In 1776, Gen. George Washington, commander of the Continental Army, was awarded the
first Congressional Gold Medal
by the Continental Congress.
In 1865, during the Civil War,
Confederate forces attacked Fort
Stedman in Virginia but were
forced to withdraw because of
counterattacking Union troops.
In 1911, 146 people, mostly
young female immigrants, were
killed when fire broke out at the
Triangle Shirtwaist Co. in New
York

In 1915. the U.S. Navy lost
its first commissioned submarine
as the USS F-4 sank off Hawaii,
claiming the lives of all 21 crew
members.
In 1947, a coal mine explosion in Centralia. Illinois, claimed
Ill lives.
In 1954, RCA announced it
had begun producing color television sets at its plant in Bloomington, Indiana.
In 1975, King Faisal (FY'-suhl)
of Saudi Arabia was shot to death
by a nephew with a history of
mental illness.
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DEAR ABBY: Last year my
unmarried 30ish niece became a
mother. Never once at family gatherings has there been any mention of a father.
I am more than a little bit
curious. A one-night stand? A fertility clinic? A do-it-yourself
turkey-baster job? Would I be
wrong to bring up the subject? - CURIOUS UNCLE IN OREGON
DEAR UNCLE: Yes, you
would. I can 100 percent guarantee that a male was involved at
some point in the conception of
that child. And if the father's identity was any of your business,
you would already know the answer
to that question.

Shoveling snow can be risky
if you're out of shape
DEAR

13LCDNICOIEC)
LISTEN, FOR
MEASLY QUARTIR,
YOU'RE LUCKY HE
DOESN'T SITE
THAT BIG BUTTON
RIGHT OFF
`QL9UP SHIRT!

BOV, YOU DON'T SEE MANY
MONKEYS AND ORGAN GRINDERS
7 THESE DAYS

Using a sharp knife, cut slits all throughout
the roast, and stick the slivers of garlic, onion or
both into those slits. Place the roast in a bowl
and pour the vinegar over i,. making sure to get
it into the slits. Cover with plostic wrap and let
marinate in the refrigerator for 24-48 hours.
To cook, remove the roast from the bowl and
dump out the vinegar. Use a heavy Dutch oven
or similar pot to brown the roast on all sides in
oil. Once browned, pour the coffee over the meat
and add the water. Cover and cook slowly for
about 6 hours on the stovetop. Check while cooking, as you may need to add more water as the
email
roast cooks. About 20-30 minutes before serving,
reheat
to
Your hint is a good reminder of how
with salt and pepper. For more favorite
eggs, but here is what we learned a couple of season well
my Heloise's All-Time Favorite
order
recipes,
The
Central.
Heloise
at
it
years ago after testing
online at www.Heloise.com or
pamphlet
Recipes
eggs must already be OUT OF THE SHELL before
$5 and a long, self-addressed, stamped
microwaving. Additionally., you must insert a tooth- by sending
envelope to: Heloise/All-Time, P.O. Box
pick in the egg to keep it from exploding while (70 cents)
Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Use the
San
795001,
heating. — Heloise
roast to make delicious hot or cold sandleftover
ROAST
PEKING
next day! — Heloise
Dear Heloise: In your recipe for Mother's wiches the
CRACKER HINT
Peking Roast, it says to use vinegar. Is that white GRAHAMDear Heloise: My way of making grahamor apple-cider vinegar? — Louise, via email
crumbs is to put graham crackers between
cracker
interestYou can use either! For those readers
two pieces of wax paper and use a rolling pin to
ed in the recipe, gather the following:
roll over them until they are crumby. When finFirst, to marinate:
ished, just pull up the wax paper on either side
3-5 pounds roast beef
and put the crumbs into a bowl. No mess! It is
Garlic and/or onion slivers
than buying the already-crumbed graham
cheaper
vinegar
white
or
1/2 to 1 cup apple-cider
I learned this from my mom, who is
crackers.
To cook:
— Joanne Rasmussen, Huntington Beach,
87.
now
oil
Cooking
Calif.
2 cups brewed, strong coffee
MIS IDEA LACKS A PEEL
Dear Heloise: You are never
too old to learn an easy way
HARD-BOILED
PEEL
to
EGGS. I boiled 10 eggs and
put them in the refrigerator. A
few days ago. I wanted hardboiled eggs, but I didn't want
cold eggs. I put two eggs in
the microwave for 20 seconds.
I cracked the shell on the large
end and peeled. — W.D., via

2 cups water
Salt and pepper

(c)20I5 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords

IDUS-IFINIOTO

ITS ALWAYS THE SAME...

I START OFF ENTHUSIASTIC
WITH LOFTY EXPECTATIONS
AND THEN REALITY
SETS IN...

3P

I'M TALKING REMINDS ME
OF THAT TIME
ABOUT
I JOINED A
DATING.
GYM.

...I HAVE TO SHOW UP
CONSISTENTLY AND PAY
ATTENTION EVEN WHEN I
PONT FEEL LIKE IT.

7
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33

Ft FIE I_ C0(io
WHOA, THAT
WAS PetfECTI

Walk, in slang
Jazz style
Ask
Went fast
Less civil
In the past
Comedy club offering
Swiss peaks
Sprightly
Golf goal
More frequent
In the past
Spelling contest
Sedan or SUV
Arts section pieces
Time for planning
Prunes
Previously owned
°Taken" star
Print unit
Pinball palace
Midmonth day
China collection
Prone to prying
Sevilla's nation

PEANUTSF4)

That fellow
Wallet bill
Future embryos
The end
Gossip bit
Maryland player, for short
Patsy
Wins over
Compass trace
Casual shirt
Assesses
Set off
Brewery product
Quebec and Ontario
Head out
Goofed
Past plump
Handful of
"Nashville" song
Open, as a pill bottle
Surfeit
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THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1 AND 2! Send $4.75
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Refinery rocks
Seamstress's aid
Swearing-in words
Simile center
Cozy retreat
Seventh Greek letter
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